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DIY
MOTIVATION

Share your journey
and accomplishments

A project status board in your
kitchen is a great aid for to-do
lists, easy project management
and daily reminders.

At heart, there’s still that inner
child that responds to the promise
of a sticker or a cookie if we tidy
our room or finish our homework
early.

Never underestimate the power
of community. Belonging to
dedicated social media groups
or pages, forums, blogs or clubs
is how to get motivated when
you’re feeling stuck. Be inspired
by the people completing their
projects or overcome a barrier
with perfectly-timed advice from
a fellow DIY blogger.

On this note, your journey doesn’t
have to be celebrated by only
you! Share your progress with the
people in your life, or on social
media. The pride you feel from
sharing accomplishments, or the
feedback you receive if you’re in a
rut, can really inspire you to keep
going.

The right mindset needs the right
atmosphere!

Swap the Master
Plan for singleproject To Do list
Having a mega-list of all the
projects you need to do can
actually be overwhelming,
preventing you starting anything
at all.
Instead, pick one project that
you feel is a priority, and create
a manageable to-do list of all
the tasks needed to complete
that project. Then, complete one
single task a day until it’s finished.
Something as simple as making a
phone call, or prepping the area,
can keep your momentum up!
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Set a timer
Thinking of completing an entire
project, from start to finish, can
sound cumbersome…or flat-out
impossible, between work and
social commitments. But everyone
has an hour on a weekend day,
or half an hour on a work-day, to
commit to gettin’ it done.
More often than not, if you’re
almost finished anyway, you’ll work
past that hour until it’s completed.
As long as you just finish the
allocated time, you’ve still stuck
to your goals; that sense of
accomplishment will feel like you’re
right on track.

Working in the garden all
weekend? Play some groovy
tunes while you work and organise
an easy picnic lunch, with your
favourite foods or drinks, for break
time. That way, the experience can
be just as rewarding as the final
product.

Create an unmissable
deadline
Time can play a strong role in
completing DIY projects. While it’s
risky, setting an absolute deadline
can push you to finish a job.
Set a date for a birthday pool
party and vow to have the pool
area completed by then.
Commit to finishing the garden
landscaping by the time your
new fencing is scheduled. This way,
there are outside factors to push
you along.

JUST DO IT YOURSELF | HOW TO GET MOTIVATED TO TACKLE YOUR DIY PROJECTS

For larger projects, choosing
milestones can help you keep the
momentum up until you reach the
big reward. Go out to a nice dinner
after re-paving the courtyard, or
splurge on that water feature after
replacing the retaining wall!

WALLS & FENCING

DIY MOTIVATION
DIY WITH
MODULARWALLS

WALLS & FENCING

Make the activity as
enjoyable as possible

Treat yourself to a top-shelf bottle
of wine after you dig up that
tree stump. Save that weekend
trip until after you’ve finished
repainting your boundary fence.

Be realistic about
timelines
You need to be realistic about
what you can achieve in a specific
amount of time. Trying to halve
the timeline of a project, or
over-committing at the expense
of other aspects of life, leads to
impatience, frustration and –
ultimately – a spectacular burn
out.

DIY WITH
MODULARWALLS

Arrange sticky notes of each
chronological task in the ‘To
Do’ column; then, move into the
‘Completed’ column once it’s
finished. That way, more than
one person can contribute to the
project and you can visually see
the progress.
It also works perfectly alongside
the Reward technique!

DIY CUSTOMER
SUCCESS STORIES

DIY MOTIVATION

The power of the
collective mind

Get your head in the
game
Your mindset is the biggest tool
you have at your disposal. A ‘can
do’, positive attitude automatically
boosts motivation levels.
Complaining, blaming or dwelling
on negative thoughts creates an
experience so painful that the
feeling of accomplishment once
completing a project will feel
overshadowed by the ordeal…or
worse, the project simply won’t
happen at all.

JUST DO IT YOURSELF | HOW TO GET TO GET MOTIVATED TO TACKLE YOUR DIY PROJECTS

OUTDOOR LIVING
& DESIGN

Have a reward
waiting

GARDEN IDEAS

Have a progress
board

DIY CUSTOMER
SUCCESS STORIES

Procrastination is the biggest
reason home DIY projects fail.
Here are some of the most
powerful techniques on how to
get motivated about those home
improvement projects that have
been sitting on your ‘To Do’ list
for way too long!

GARDEN IDEAS

OUTDOOR LIVING
& DESIGN

HOW TO GET MOTIVATED
TO TACKLE YOUR DIY PROJECTS
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OUTDOOR LIVING
& DESIGN

Barware and
appliances

OUTDOOR
LIVING & DESIGN

DIY MOTIVATION

HOW TO BUILD AN OUTDOOR BAR

So you’ve designed the basic shape
of the bar; it’s time to add in all the
fun gadgets! Choose the perfect
appliances that support your
outdoor lifestyle — as well as your
poison of choice!

Wine bar
GARDEN IDEAS

• Wine rack fridge
• Wine decanter station
• Built-in ice bucket
• Hanging stemware racks
• Grape vine climbers to grow
around framework

DIY WITH
MODULARWALLS

WALLS & FENCING

• Wine barrel sink station

Location
The first question you need to
answer; where do you want
your new outdoor bar? Do you
want it just outside the house,
to support an organic indooroutdoor flow? Or would you
rather a secluded oasis nestled
amongst your garden, or beside
the pool? Does it need to be close
to plumbing or electrical services?
Where do you get the most shelter
from the elements?
Once you know the ‘where’, you
can take a look at the ‘how’!

DIY CUSTOMER
SUCCESS STORIES

Layout
You’ll also need to carefully
consider the layout of your
outdoor bar.
Take note of your surroundings;
how does the sun track across the
area? What do you want your bar
to look out onto? Can you make
use of any existing structures,
garden zones or shade?
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Also consider how you want the
bar area to be used. How would
you like people to move through
the space? Is the serving station
easy to move around in? Does the
seating arrangement promote
easy, comfortable conversation?
The more thought that’s put into
the organic use of the space, the
more relaxing the final bar will be!

Themes
The theme of your backyard bar
will play a big part in the materials
you choose to build with.
Timber is a great choice for
coastal or rustic bar themes,
while rendered brick, breezeblocks or feature tiling would be
perfect for resort-style or Art
Deco designs. Polished metal
offers a sleek, modern aesthetic,
while re-purposed or weathered
metal finishes create an authentic
industrial feel.
If you can’t decide on just one, mix
a few for a unique bar design!

Whiskey Bar
• Feature wall of single-bottle 		
shelves or cabinets
• DIY bar cart
• Spirit decanter station
• Caravan freezer drawer, with 		
extra-large ice-cube trays
• Citrus trees – note that
brand new plants could take
up to 5 years to fruit, so this is
an investment!

Beer station
• Beer keg system
• Countertop chiller trough
• Bottle cap countertop
• Recycled beer bottle
feature wall
• Wall-mounted bottle openers
• Recycling stations for cans and
bottles – especially handy if
you’re looking to Return & Earn!

JUST DO IT YOURSELF | HOW TO BUILD AN OUTDOOR BAR

Cocktail bar
• Built-in cutting board
counter tops
• H
 anging stemware racks
for various types of
cocktail glassware
• Designer mortar & pestle
• Soda water tap
• Espresso machine
• Herb station with mint
and lavender
• Grow wild strawberries or
a passion flower green wall
around bar

So, without further ado, let’s start
sketching your dream outdoor
kitchen!

DIY MOTIVATION

Consider questions like:
• Where will you need power, and
for how many appliances?

• What sort of dining experience
do you want to support?
• W
 hat appliances would you like
to use?
• W
 here are your wet and dry
zones?

• H
 ow much do you want to build
yourself?
• H
 ow will you harmonise with
the architectural style of your
home?

Plan it out
All great projects begin with a
great plan; consider the following
when designing a space for
maximum functionality:
Make your life easier by
positioning your outdoor kitchen
close to your actual kitchen. This
way, your preparation won’t be
burdened with long walks through
your house to retrieve extra
utensils, or spur-of-the-moment
ingredient additions; a successful
indoor-outdoor layout is one that
flows easily!

Weatherproof it
Try to keep your outdoor kitchen
under cover, when possible. As a
result, your al fresco cooking plans
are less likely to be ditched due
to a persistent autumn drizzle or
the scorching summer sun. Plus,
it’ll be easier to maintain your
appliances and furniture if they
aren’t completely open to the
elements.
12

Outdoor seating

Outdoor entertainment

Chairs, benches, stools, outdoor
sofas and daybeds…the options
for outdoor seating seems neverending. Find which option best
suits your space, keeping in mind
how you want the area to be used.

Is your outdoor kitchen strictly
for dining purposes, or do you
want to create a complete
entertaining area? In your
designs, decide if and where you’d
like audio speakers, lights, TV
screens, lounging areas, water
features, wall art, bars or fire pits.

Perhaps you prefer formal seating
for dining, or you may want to
look at sunken seating around
a fireplace, to create a casual
campfire experience.
Don’t be afraid to play around
with your seating design and
remember to scatter some
cushions to make it a comfortable
space.

Green space
Your outdoor kitchen is in the
garden for a reason! Just like an
other outdoor room, surround your
space with natural elements and
embrace the power of foliage.

• How will you connect this space
to your interior design values?
Once you have the answers to
these questions, the DIYing can
truly begin!

DIY WITH
MODULARWALLS

DIY WITH
MODULARWALLS

Thinking ahead will save you a
lot of time and effort down the
track when you realise you’ve
accidentally restricted access for
laying pipes or running cables!

• W
 hat sort of cooking experience
do you want to support?

• How big do you want your prep
area?

Proximity to the kitchen

DIY CUSTOMER
SUCCESS STORIES

• If so, where’s the closest water
source? Does this affect where
your wet and dry zones are?

Some design decisions might
include:

Also think about how the space
will be used and how you want
to move through it. Your design
should leave ample room to cook
without being cramped, with
accessible and inviting living
areas; and the beers in easy reach
from both sides!

DIY CUSTOMER
SUCCESS STORIES

WALLS & FENCING

GARDEN IDEAS

• W
 hat sort of power do you want
to use?

• Are you going to need plumbing
for a sink area?

Outdoor kitchen
designs

Electric, gas or wood-fire?
Ask yourself; what does outside
cooking mean to you? Do you
like the look of a rustic outdoor
cookery that utilises flame and
steam? Or would you rather a
totally hooked-up kitchenette,
with electric ovens and touchscreen stove tops?

JUST DO IT YOURSELF | HOW TO BUILD AN OUTDOOR KITCHEN

OUTDOOR
LIVING & DESIGN

This step falls halfway between
the planning stage and the
building stage; you’ll need to be
sure of what services you need
and where before you start
building anything.

• W
 hat sort of outdoor lighting do
you want to use?

GARDEN IDEAS

Plumbing & lighting

This project can be as simple as
a BBQ corner, to as grand as a
sprawling open-air cusina with
four different cooking zones, a bar,
a sunken dining room and a veggie
patch to the side.

WALLS & FENCING

DIY MOTIVATION
OUTDOOR
LIVING & DESIGN

HOW TO BUILD AN OUTDOOR KITCHEN

JUST DO IT YOURSELF | HOW TO BUILD AN OUTDOOR KITCHEN
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DIY MOTIVATION

Al fresco dining

You can DIY the whole thing from
raw materials, or you can purchase
a handy DIY pizza oven kit from
places like The Alfresco
Factory or  DIY Woodfired Ovens.

There’s nothing like a sprig of
rosemary on a spit roast or a
scattering of marjoram and basil
over a wood-fired pizza to add
depth to your al fresco cuisine.

So, the food’s cooked to perfection
and ready to be served; where
are you going to eat? There
are traditional dining table
designs, or more unique dining
experiences; like a picnic-inspired
daybed!

DIY fire pits
Chuck a few skewers over a grill,
toast marshmallows or just retire
to the dance of flames after a
great meal!

DIY smokers
Love that rich hickory smell?
Include your very own smoker! This
is a perfect outdoor entertaining
idea for the cooler months, when
the drift of warm smoke takes
the bite out of the fresh winter
afternoons.

Position your DIY edible
garden near the sink for easy
watering and washing, as well
as away from hot cooking
areas. Vertical gardens are great
if you have a wall space to fill,
while a benchtop trench would
make a gorgeous backdrop for
your prep space and promote easy
garnishing!
If you want to grow your own
salad fillers as well, a DIY veggie
patch next to the kitchen area (see
page 45) would create a stunning
rustic atmosphere.

Built-in seating is also an
excellent use of space and a great
landscaping hack for sloping
blocks.

Backyard bar
What’s dinner without a few
drinks? Whether it be a tantalising
aperitif, a perfectly paired wine or
a full-bodied night cap (or two),
having an outdoor bar effortlessly
adds an air of sophistication and
entertainment to your outdoor
kitchen.

DIY CUSTOMER
SUCCESS STORIES

DIY WITH
MODULARWALLS

Go for a fully catered bar with
kegged beer and mini-bar fridge
or an expertly styled bar cart in
the corner; either way, you’ll
appreciate it!

OUTDOOR
LIVING & DESIGN

Edible gardens

GARDEN IDEAS

DIY pizza oven

WALLS & FENCING

HOW TO BUILD AN OUTDOOR KITCHEN

JUST DO IT YOURSELF | HOW TO BUILD AN OUTDOOR KITCHEN
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DIY MOTIVATION
OUTDOOR
LIVING & DESIGN

Whether you’re updating
your pool area, or creating a
more organic indoor-outdoor flow,
a DIY deck can dramatically lift
the appearance and functionality
of your space.

• W
 hat are the council approvals
and building regulations/site
setbacks for your local area?
• A
 re there any underground
services, such as cabling or pipes,
to look out for when digging your
foundations?
• W
 ill you need outdoor lighting or
plumbing plans for your decking
area?
• Is there adequate drainage 		
underneath your deck?
• I s it protected from the
weather or do you want to
incorporate a shade structure?
• H
 ow will your decking material
age and what appearance are
you looking for in 12 months’
time?
• W
 hat tools and equipment are
you going to need, on top of
materials?
• A
 re you working with soft
ground, or is there rock or
existing concrete/paving to
consider?

16

Material choice

Deck design

Material choice is another big
decision and will ultimately
affect the foundations you need.
Whilst timber is affordable, it
is also highly susceptible to rot
or termites, or not suitable for
bushfire zones. In this case, a
composite deck (made from a
mix of recycled wood fibres and
plastic) may be more suitable.
When choosing the thickness of
the decking boards, remember
that the thinner the planks, the
more support they will need (i.e.
shorter bearer and joist spans).

When choosing your design,
consider the natural terrain and
the intended use of your deck.
Some handy questions include:

On the other hand, if your deck
is being installed over rock or
concrete, a modular deck kit
may be a far easier and quicker
alternative. These kits usually
come with certain elements
prefabricated, offer simpler
foundations and can be installed
over otherwise problematic ground
conditions.

Will the deck be flush with your
home’s ground level, or will there
be steps down to the deck?

WALLS & FENCING

Things to consider include:

Is the outdoor area level, or will you
need a stepped deck edge?
Do you need to leave holes for
trees or other design elements,
such as pre-running cabling for
lights or music systems?
Would you like to incorporate
benches or other seating options
within the deck?

DIY WITH
MODULARWALLS

The first tool you need to pick up is
a pencil; like any large DIY project,
a deck requires some serious
planning.

GARDEN IDEAS

Planning your DIY
deck

Can you incorporate other unique
DIY ideas, such as lighting or
an outdoor fireplace, outdoor
kitchen (page 12) or outdoor
shower?

DIY CUSTOMER
SUCCESS STORIES

DIY MOTIVATION
OUTDOOR
LIVING & DESIGN
GARDEN IDEAS
WALLS & FENCING
DIY WITH
MODULARWALLS
DIY CUSTOMER
SUCCESS STORIES

HOW TO BUILD A DECK

Finally, fibre cement decks, such
as HardieDeck, offer a completely
timber-free and very DIY-friendly
alternative that has been highly
favoured by many renovation
gurus, including Three Birds
Renovations.

JUST DO IT YOURSELF | HOW TO BUILD A DECK

JUST DO IT YOURSELF | HOW TO BUILD A DECK
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DIY MOTIVATION

The very last step is to seal your
deck to protect it from premature
aging against the elements.
Consider the best stain or oil for
your climate and architectural
style; you need it to be both
functional and aesthetically
harmonious. It is also good
practice to use a ‘deck wash’ first.

And there you have it — your
brand-new DIY deck is ready to be
styled and enjoyed!

Also ensure your plumbing and
lighting plan is kept in mind to
avoid restricting access for cabling
or piping work.

A typical deck will have three main
structural elements:

1. Vertical posts concreted into

the ground, which bearers will be
attached to; the ground conditions
will dictate the foundation
requirements.
sized in accordance with your
layout and required spans and
deck loadings.

3. The joists, which the decking

boards will be fastened to. The
spacing of these will also need
to be determined in accordance
with the decking board chosen, as
different boards will have different
span capabilities.

18

Once these plans have been
approved by the council, use
the planning permissions and
engineering specifications of your
selected decking products to
set out your deck. Ensure every
detail is followed to the letter
(or number!), as small errors will
cause bigger implications later on.
Pay particular attention to the
maximum bearer spans; overspanning your deck will severely
affect the strength of it.
Using string guides, measure out
your deck’s foundations according
to your plans. Mark the ground
where your string lines overlap; this
will be where your stumps need to
go.

Build strong
foundations
For a great, sturdy finish, you need
to invest in the unseen elements of
your deck. A warped foundation
will result in an unlevel deck, so
when concreting the posts or
stumps into the ground, remember
to continue checking (and rechecking) measurements and
levels regularly.

Once the decking is all secured,
trim any excess lengths at the end
with circular saw for a completely
perfect edge.

WALLS & FENCING

Once you’ve answered the above
questions, grab your measuring
tape and a notepad and head
out to your site. Draw a detailed
plan of your deck, including any
graduation of the land; this will
be important when laying the
foundations, to ensure a level deck.

The ‘brainwork’ behind these
elements can be fairly delicate;
consult online span tables to
calculate the correct bearer and
joist spacings, according to your
material choice. It may even be
beneficial to consult with a deck
builder, or to use an app like Quick
Decks, to confirm these details.

DIY WITH
MODULARWALLS

Measure your site

Once the concrete has set (best
practice is to leave it overnight),
it’s time to install the bearers
and joists! The bearers support
the joists and the joists are what
your decking materials will sit on.
Referring back to your plan and
engineering specs, mark out where
your joists should be installed and
secure them to the bearers using
appropriate screws or nails. Once
again, keep checking those spirit
levels.

JUST DO IT YOURSELF | HOW TO BUILD A DECK

OUTDOOR
LIVING & DESIGN

It’s time for your deck to
materialise before your eyes! Keep
spacing between planks even and
ensure you secure planks to each
joist it crosses.

If you’re using timber, ensure the
wood is first completely dried of
all treatments it might have come
with. As a test, pour a bit of water
on the timber; if it beads, it’s still
too wet, but if it soaks in, it’s ready
for sealing.

GARDEN IDEAS

GARDEN IDEAS
WALLS & FENCING
DIY WITH
MODULARWALLS

Seal your deck

A typical spacing for a timber
decking board would be around
3- 5mm. For easy DIY spacing,
use offcuts with a nail through it.
For a sleeker finish, use a Camo
Hidden Deck Fastening tool, which
ensures even spacing and hides the
nails or screws from sight.

2. The bearers, which must be
DIY CUSTOMER
SUCCESS STORIES

Lay the decking

DIY CUSTOMER
SUCCESS STORIES

DIY MOTIVATION
OUTDOOR
LIVING & DESIGN

HOW TO BUILD A DECK

JUST DO IT YOURSELF | HOW TO BUILD A DECK
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DIY MOTIVATION

9. Landscape lighting
Landscape lighting, or outdoor
garden lights, can be used to
highlight your landscaping
elements at night. When done
right, they create a somewhat
mystical effect, allowing your
garden to glow throughout the
night.

GARDEN IDEAS

OUTDOOR
LIVING & DESIGN

Bring warmth and depth to your
outdoor design, highlight your
landscaping and entertain from
dusk ’til dawn with these stunning
backyard lighting ideas!

OUTDOOR
LIVING & DESIGN

counterpart. Never underestimate
the power of well-placed solar
lights; even cost-effective
department store garden lights
can mark pathways, light up pot
plants or highlight steps in ground
level.

Lighting is great; good lighting is
downright transformative.

GARDEN IDEAS

DIY MOTIVATION

10 DIY BACKYARD LIGHTING IDEAS

2. Festoon string lights
Fairy lights have recently been
replaced by retro festoon string
lighting! Vintage globes with
intricate inner coils add a robust,
yet detailed aesthetic. String
overhead courtyards or outdoor
seating and dining areas, or drape
along walls, pergolas and patios.

3. Festoon string lights
Wall lights are an easy way to light
up large areas of your outdoor
space, whilst also adding textural
interest to your boundary fence.

20

4. Outdoor floor lamps
This year is all about bringing
indoor comforts and styling into
your outdoor spaces. Outdoor
floor lamps provide a homey
touch to your patio, courtyard or
backyard, especially around an
outdoor lounge setting.
Just make sure how weatherproof
they are; it may be safest to keep
them in more protected outdoor
spaces.

5. Spotlights
Spotlights offer a rather dramatic
lighting option. Point them
up to highlight trees, plants or
decorative features; point them

down to shed light over a garden
bed; install within steps or inground for a modern twist!

WALLS & FENCING

Once thought of as retro, LED
strip lighting along steps, retaining
walls, garden beds and beneath
window sills are making headway
in home design. The sleek, clean
lines offer architectural structure,
whilst the LED gives a surprisingly
powerful glow to your outdoor
area.

If you're looking for a fence that
easily integrates this backyard
lighting idea, our modular wall
and fence systems allow you to
seamlessly run cabling and install
lighting within the posts!

6. Lanterns
This lighting option simply refuses
to go out of style. From Moroccaninspired metal designs, to warming
fabric lanterns, to classic cast iron
options, outdoor lanterns are sure
to enhance your outdoor décor.

DIY WITH
MODULARWALLS

1. LED strip or rope lighting

Perfect for mood lighting and
natural spaces, the flicker of
torches or candles add a sense of
romance and depth to your space.
Stylish candle holders and stands
offer striking décor, whilst scented
candles and oil burners add
inviting aromas to the atmosphere.

7. Hanging pendant lights
Another traditionally indoor
lighting option, hanging pendant
lights are slowly making their
debut in outdoor spaces. Perfect
for patios, courtyards or outdoor
rooms, or to string from sturdy,
protected trees.

DIY CUSTOMER
SUCCESS STORIES

DIY CUSTOMER
SUCCESS STORIES

DIY WITH
MODULARWALLS

WALLS & FENCING

10. Torches and candles

8. Solar lights
Harness the power of the sun
during the day, to light up your life
at night. Nowadays, most outdoor
lighting options offer a solar

JUST DO IT YOURSELF | 10 DIY BACKYARD LIGHTING IDEAS

JUST DO IT YOURSELF | 10 DIY BACKYARD LIGHTING IDEAS
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If your kids love active play,
consider creating a play
mound with hurdles, hopping
stones, nets or slides as a natural
obstacle course. It’s great for their
motor skills and will tire them out
so that bedtime becomes a breeze.

Gumboot garden
Gardening is a phenomenal skill
to teach your children. They can
learn how biology works, cultivate
an appreciation for nature, start
to grow their own food and teach
them the element of responsibility.
Make a second life for all
those boots they’ve grown
out of and create a garden of
memories with them by planting
their favourite fruit, vegetable or
flower during the time they fit into
that boot.

DIY sandpit
A low retaining wall box – much
the same as a garden bed –
can make an impressive sandpit.
Pretend you’re at the beach, add
some sandpit toys for sensory play,
turn it into an archaeological dig
or add a Mud Kitchen for extra
fun!

DIY MOTIVATION

To add more space, use boulders
as sitting stones around the
‘campfire’, where they can ‘cook’
camp food and swap stories with
friends.

Paint to the rescue again for this
DIY project! Using sports field
paints that won’t harm the lawn,
draw patterns of popular games
like Hopscotch and Twister, or
mark out a small soccer/football/
basketball field. If you have furry
companions in the yard, ensure
that the paint you’re using is petfriendly.

Chalkboard wall

Activity wall

You got a paintbrush? Then you
got a chalkboard wall! Turn any of
your backyard boundary walls into
a creative play space with a few
coats of Dulux Design Chalkboard
paint. Best results will work on a
smooth wall surface, like rendered
brick or modular walls.

DIY activity walls are sure to
keep your children entertained
all afternoon, whilst they learn.
They’re great for cognitive
learning and can teach the basics
of certain scientific rules – but
most of all, they’re just plain fun.

Tree house with
swing
A classic element to any kid’s
dream home. If you’re lucky
enough to have a big, beautiful
tree in your backyard, start with
a small ladder-and-platform tree
house that they can slowly add
to over the years. And what tree
house is complete without a
swing?
For tree-less yards, cubby
houses are a great alternative that
a crafty DIYer could construct
over a weekend.

JUST DO IT YOURSELF | HOW TO BUILD A KID'S DEAM BACKYARD

Add a track element with pipes
and tubes that can be used as
a water wall during the hotter
months, and matchbox car-racing
in the cooler months.

Toy storage benches
OK…this one is mostly for Mum
and Dad. But the last thing you
want is to keep stumbling over
hula hoops, soccer balls, water
guns and Tonka trucks when you’re
just trying to water the garden
or bring the washing in. DIYing
storage cabinets that double as
benches or tables are incredibly
easy to build – and appreciated by
all!
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Take inspiration from the ultimate
DIYers of indigenous tribes
and make a natural shelter with
logs and branches.

GARDEN IDEAS

Mound/obstacle
course

Hopscotch/Twister

WALLS & FENCING

Check out these awesome DIY
ideas to turn your backyard into a
world of adventurous fun.

Teepee

DIY WITH
MODULARWALLS

Want your children to spend more
time outdoors? Looking for some
DIY projects to spend more quality
time with the kids?

DIY CUSTOMER
SUCCESS STORIES

HOW TO BUILD A KID’S
DREAM BACKYARD

If wide spaces aren’t an option
in your home, consider perimeter
corridors that link the front
and backyard to maximise their
accessible surroundings.
• Dogs love to run, jump and
explore pathways – obstacle
courses are great for their minds
and bodies alike.

WALLS & FENCING

• Bunnies enjoy soft lawns to
explore and can spend many
hours nibbling and sniffing their
way through the grass, but are
also expert at digging under
fences, so keep a close eye!

DIY WITH
MODULARWALLS

• Outdoor aviaries filled with
natural branches and edible seed
bars are a beautiful way to let
your birds stretch their wings, if
the outdoor yard is too risky to
release them in.

DIY MOTIVATION

Not everyone has a large backyard
for their critters to play in, but
there are still plenty of ways to
keep them entertained in between
walks or visits to the park.
Setting up a play space that
includes short tunnels and low
hurdles engage a dog’s exploratory
senses and keep them busy during
the day.
• For puppies, sensory toys that
squeak, rattle and roll are
great additions to keep them
entertained, and away from
digging up your lawn.
• Cats enjoy scratching posts and
play mazes. Backyard obstacle
courses are a simple, inexpensive
way to keep them active and
nimble – and off your fly screen.
• A
 homemade bunny’s hutch can
be expanded and modified to
run the entire perimeter of the
yard, giving them more room to
hop and explore when they can’t
be let out.

DIY CUSTOMER
SUCCESS STORIES

• Bird cages should be as large as
possible and if wings are kept
trimmed, regular opportunities
to explore the open outdoors are
vital to keeping a happy, healthy
pet.

DIY CUSTOMER
SUCCESS STORIES

• Cats are natural climbers and
enjoy pouncing atop shelves or
balancing along narrow beams –
add some platforms and ropes to
sturdy trees for a natural activity
tower.

OUTDOOR
LIVING & DESIGN

The key to a happy pet – like
any living thing – is play! It keeps
bodies active, minds entertained
and moods positive. The more
room your pet has to play, the
less they’ll turn to chewing on the
welcome mat or ripping up your
gardenias to keep themselves
entertained.

Space-limited play
areas

GARDEN IDEAS

GARDEN IDEAS

Here are some tips and tricks to
creating our beloved critters the
pet paradise they deserve.

Space

WALLS & FENCING

Whether they’re furry, feathered,
fluffy or scaly – whether they hop,
run, scuttle or fly – we all want our
pets to have a safe, comfortable
home. Ensuring living spaces are
secure, clean and out of harsh
weather is essential to keeping a
happy, healthy pet.

DIY WITH
MODULARWALLS

DIY MOTIVATION
OUTDOOR
LIVING & DESIGN

HOW TO BUILD A PET'S PARADISE
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Bathroom habits

Animals have a natural urge
to roam; their playful attempts
to escape are just part of their
adventurous nature. Chasing your
puppy down the street is one thing,
but no one wants a lost or injured
pet.

If your pet paradise is outdoors,
they’ll need some refuge from the
weather. A dry area for them to
eat, sleep or rest when it’s raining
is essential to their health, and
shelter from the wind will help
them keep debris from their eyes
and ears during gusty weather.

To make pet maintenance easier
on you, train your pets from an
early age about their bathroom
habits. Cats take care of
themselves – they will find a patch
of sand or loose soil to bury their
business in.

DIY CUSTOMER
SUCCESS STORIES
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These suggestions can keep your
pets secure and safe from harm:
• S
 ecure perimeter fences are one
of the most important features
of a pet’s living quarters and a
vital responsibility for any pet
owner
• E
 nsure your pets’ living spaces
have protected areas so they
can get out of sight and reach
while they are asleep and
vulnerable
• B
 oundary walls or fences should
be high enough to make it
impossible to jump over, without
spaces to wriggle underneath
• I f holes are being dug around
the perimeter near a fence or
wall, ensure that it is filled in and
discouraged

If your pets get nervous or skittish
during severe weather or storms,
ensure they don’t hurt themselves
from fright and consider letting
them in the laundry of the house
until it passes, if indoor areas are
usually out of bounds. If they are
an indoor pet as well, install a
doggy door to allow them access
if a sudden storm hits when you’re
at work, or a heatwave reaches
dangerous temperatures when
you’re not at home.

DIY MOTIVATION

For bunnies, you can toilet train
them by monitoring which area
they prefer to do their business in
and putting their litter tray there.
Add some of their droppings to the
mix so that they follow the scent
to the tray whenever they need to
go.
Toilet training dogs takes a
bit more time, patience and
consistency, but helpful features in
your yard can make it much easier;
on both you and your pup. Toilet
trainer mats can be put in a corner
of the yard, with a visual marker
beside it. Continue popping them
on the mat whenever they raise a
leg or squat, and they will begin to
familiarise the scent of the mat to
the act. Eventually, the smell will
draw them to the mat each time.
When that is mastered, the visual
marker should be enough of a
reminder, and thus the rest of the
yard will be mess-free, minimising
the risk of having to hose off your
shoes!

Fresh water
Beating the intense heat of our
summers usually includes copious
amounts of ice-water, swims,
regular bathing and shade. This
should be no different for your
pets – especially those who live
outdoors.

• G
 arden beds are a handy way
to border your fences and
ensure they cannot undermine
the integrity of their perimeter
enclosure.
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GARDEN IDEAS

In hotter climates, shade is
important in keeping them cool
from dangerous body heats, and
ensuring that the ground doesn’t
burn their foot pads requires
vigilant checking – remember, if it’s
too hot for your bare hands and
feet, it’s too hot for theirs. Kennels
with fluffy cushions, hay-filled bird
houses, woolly cat condos and
roofed hutches are essential, as
well as balconies or pergolas where
food and water sources are easily
accessible.

WALLS & FENCING

Likewise, their home also need to
be safe from intruders. Predatory
animals like foxes target chicken
coops and rabbit hutches, while
crows and eagles often attack
caged birds or reptiles. Freeroaming cats could also result in
a very nasty cat fight with your
beloved fur-ball.

OUTDOOR
LIVING & DESIGN

Shade and shelter

Having access to drinking water is
a must-have. However, many petowners are taking it a step further
and installing drinking water
features for their pets.
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A low water fountain or a
freshwater pond with filtering
capabilities is perfect for freeroaming pets. Bird baths in
aviaries or bubbler-dishes for
rabbit hutches are neat little
features that can be hooked up to
a garden hose and left to drizzle
during hot days; especially useful
when you may not be around
to constantly refill empty water
dishes.
Sprinkler systems are also a fun
way to keep down the heat – for
pet and owner!
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Security
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To protect your garden:

GARDEN IDEAS

• R
 aised garden beds or wide
stone borders can deter smaller
pets from munching on your
carefully grown roses

WALLS & FENCING

• C
 onsider utilising fences or gates
to separate the plants from the
animals

• Ensure any solutions you use are
safe and avoid sharp chicken wire
fencing or toxic pest repellents

For instance, bindies can pierce
foot pads or bellies and can cause
infection if left untreated, and
cacti should be kept completely
out of reach of your pets.
But there are also some sneakier
culprits lurking about your
garden that you had no idea
about, including aloe vera, ficus,
sago palms, birds of paradise,
rhododendrons, peace lilies, onions
and tomato plants.
It’s best to check the full list of
harmful plants and their effects,
and if you ever suspect poisoning,
never sit and wait – contact the
vet immediately.

DIY CUSTOMER
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• E
 ucalyptus and citrus oils are
particularly disliked by cats and
dogs, if you’d rather a more a
natural solution

As well as dangerous pest control
substances, the plants themselves
can pose a threat to your furry
friends.

OUTDOOR
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We all know that pets can be a bit
harmful to our gardens; nibbles on
the veggie patch, dug up lawns
and pots pushed off shelves by
mischievous feline paws.

Protect them from
your garden

GARDEN IDEAS

Protect your garden

WALLS & FENCING

DIY MOTIVATION

HOW TO BUILD A PET PARADISE
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GARDEN
IDEAS

Structure in soft landscaping
To introduce structure into the
soft landscaping elements (i.e.
plants and organic matter), you
must begin to look at plants for
their overall shape. Are they long
and thing, or round and wide? Are
they rigid, or do they cascade? Do
they have defined edges, or blurred
ones?
There are many garden design
apps that let you experiment with
plant combinations, which are
incredibly helpful when designing
the layout of the plants. They can
also include plant care advice; for
instance, grouping plants based
on watering needs or sunlight
conditions is integral to a garden
design that will succeed in real life.
However, this can also be easily
achieved by sketching very basic
shapes of plants and cutting
them into stencils; tall, thin snake
plants, short, spiky agave, round,
fluffy fountain grass. Then, play
around with the stencils; layer
and organise the shapes until
a particular combination feels
right! You’ll need to do the plant
care research separately, but at
the very least, you can decide
on the shape and structure of
your architectural plants.
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You might even structure a
garden based on how a window
or doorway will frame the view
from inside. Or perhaps you’d
rather combine linear and circular;
planting round, soft shapes
against a backdrop of angular
lines can provide visual interest.

GARDEN IDEAS

Here’s how to create shape and
structure in your garden.

Whether you choose to harmonise
or contrast is up to you and your
personal aesthetic vision; what
matters is that you are including
the home’s ‘bones’ in your
considerations.

WALLS & FENCING

One of the most striking elements
of an architectural garden is the
structures and shapes it brings to
your landscaping. However, that’s
not to say it need to be angular or
linear; the structure can be organic
and oscillating, if that’s the shape
you want to craft.

The structure of the garden must
also take into consideration the
architectural structure of the
home. For instance, tall, linear
plants draw the eye upward, so
you might plant them under focal
architectural features or amongst
strong vertical lines of your exterior
design.

Structure in hard
landscaping
Structure is much easier in
hard landscaping (i.e. garden
edging, retaining walls, fences,
arbors, pergolas, paving, etc.). The
main idea here is interpreting the
existing structure of your home
and hardscapes and designing the
layout of your architectural garden
to harmonise with those lines.

DIY WITH
MODULARWALLS

Structure

Follow the existing lines of your
home; doorways, the edges of
the home, pool edges. Mark out
focal points, such as trees or water
features; there are always lines
to follow. These lines will help you
structure your garden in a cohesive
layout when it comes to installing
decks, paths, lawn and garden
edging, paving and planter boxes.
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DIY MOTIVATION

To harness the power of texture
in softscaping, we must now take
note of how each plant feels; both
physically and visually. Does it
have hard, waxy leaves or delicate,
rippled ones? Is it smooth, furry
or fluffy? How does it move in
the wind; does it sway, do its tiny
leaves shimmer or does it remain
still in a breeze?

Next, consider the materials
which border or showcase your
architectural garden. Each
material offers a variety of
textures, which can completely
change the overall look and feel of
a design.
For instance:
• T
 imber can either be varnished
(manicured, refined, clean) or
raw (earthy, natural, organic)
• M
 etal can either be polished
(luxe), dull/brushed (modern
but natural) or corroded (earthy,
edgy, industrial chic)
• C
 oncrete can either be rendered
(premium, clean), polished
(modern but refined) or raw
(industrial, edgy)

DIY CUSTOMER
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This also includes other organic
features in your garden design;
mulch, river stones, sand, feature
logs or driftwood, well-placed
boulders or bush rock. These
natural elements offer rich
textures and can take your garden
design and elevate it to a work of
art!

OUTDOOR
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Texture in hard landscaping

GARDEN IDEAS

GARDEN IDEAS

Another strong element of
architectural gardens is the
understanding and meaningful
use of texture. If you find that
your garden lacks depth, or seems
to blend into one ‘blob’, you may
simply need to add some textural
contrast.

Texture in soft landscaping

WALLS & FENCING

Texture
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HOW TO DESIGN AN
ARCHITECTURAL GARDEN
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Contrast in soft landscaping
So, we know how to categorise
plants into different shapes and
textures; now it’s time to mix
them all together. By combining
linear with round, fluffy with waxy,
smooth with spiky, we create a
garden design that celebrates the
adversity of nature.
However, this doesn’t mean each
plant needs to be completely
different from the next; our eyes
also like patterns and repetition.
In fact, you can design a perfectly
striking garden with just 3 or 4
different plant types, ranging in
texture and structure!

By using a combination
of materials and mixing textures,
you create visual interest that
makes each material a feature,
rather than your eye becoming
exhausted or bored by too much
of the same. Merging luxe with
industrial chic, earthy with refined,
raw with polished, can unlock the
perfect blend of textures to suit
your garden.

Balance
Yin and yang; light and dark;
contrast and harmony. Perhaps
the trickiest element of all,
balance is crucial to the successful
execution of your garden design.

DIY MOTIVATION

Consider each plant as heavy or
light; for instance, dense shrubs
or waxy leaves are heavy, whilst
grasses and feathered foliage is
light.
Now, take your garden design
and draw a line down the middle.
Where are the dense spots? Are
they too symmetrical? Are they all
on one side? Do you want a mix
of weights from top to bottom, or
would you like to create a vertical
gradient?

OUTDOOR
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A mid-century modern style will
pair incredibly with a desertinspired drought tolerant garden. A
Queenslander or Byron Bay home
will benefit from tropical garden
designs. Classical architecture
lends itself to manicured topiary
landscaping and circular design
elements.

GARDEN IDEAS

Balance in soft landscaping

By understanding your
architectural style, you can
design a garden that harmonises
with the rest of your home,
rather than being a separate,
disconnected space.

Balance will largely be a gut
feeling; some prefer an even
keel, whilst others love the
quirky aesthetic of pronounced
asymmetry.

DIY WITH
MODULARWALLS

The more contrast you can create,
the better; our eyes respond best
to these differences and create a
layered experience for us. This is
how you can use contrast in your
architectural design.

Above, we explored how different
finishes can affect the overall feel
of the design. However, there’s
no reason to stick to a single
aesthetic; in fact, home design
is all about combining different
architectural styles.

Another element to designing the
perfect architectural garden for
your home…is understanding the
architectural style of your home!

Balance in hard landscaping
Considering structures cannot
be moved easily, balance within
hardscaping can usually be
achieved with outdoor furniture,
pots and planters.

This can be done in a few different
ways. For a more organic feel,
have a few of the same plants
nestled into different parts of
the garden. If you’re after a
more structured design, create
distinct layers or levels of the
same or similar plants, with each
row featuring a different shape
or texture; for example, a row
of yucca or snake plants as the
highest level, fountain grass in the
middle and dichondra silver falls as
a ground cover.

Balance is, in fact, the visual
representation of gravity. In
design, objects are not just small
or large, dense or feathered; they
are also heavy or light. Balance
is the arrangement of objects
so that the gravity is organised
in a visually appealing way; it
can be arranged symmetrically
or asymmetrically, but must still
maintain balance.
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However, if you have the means,
there are more robust projects
that can be introduced to fix an
unbalanced backyard design.
Decks, pergolas, planter boxes,
paths, fences and feature
walls can all be installed to fill a
bare space or bring more structure
to your garden.
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Contrast

Matching your
architectural garden
to your home

WALLS & FENCING

Symmetrical garden design
is commonly used for formal
gardens, to frame a central axis
or striking architectural features
or to look down upon for a higher
storey. However, outside of these
contexts, asymmetrical designs are
usually best.
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If the slope is very slight and over
grassed area, you might be able
to get away with the slow, steady
method of topdressing. During
the prime lawn growth periods,
sprinkle a shallow layer of top
dressing over the low ground
areas. Be sure that it’s thin enough
for the grass to grow through,
otherwise you might end up
smothering your lawn.
Once the lawn has adequately
grown over this layer of
topdressing, add another; over
enough time, you can build up
enough layers to effectively level
out your lawn.
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Stairs

If topdressing isn’t an option, a
simple ‘shuffle’ system might be
the way to go. Set up a grid with
string guides, creating square
metre sections. Using a spirit level,
ensure the string guides are level
and positioned halfway between
the lowest ground height and
highest ground height.

If it’s a sharp slope over a small
section of land, consider adding
some garden steps! Using logs,
blocks, bricks or stones, you can
cut into the land, creating small

Also take note that you may want
a slight gradient for drainage;
decide where you want rainwater
draining to and then add a subtle
depreciation in that direction.
Once that’s set up, it’s time to
start shufflin’! Working from the
highest end, start taking soil from
the ‘high squares’ and depositing
them onto the ‘low squares’, using
the string guides to know much to
take or fill up to; if you’re covering
a large area, you may need a
wheelbarrow to transport the soil.
Once you’re finished, rake and
tamp the soil to ensure there are
no hidden holes and voila; level
ground!

DIY MOTIVATION

All of the above options are
perfectly suitable, if you’re after a
tiered backyard solution. However,
some are after a single-level,
completely flat backyard; and for
that final product, there is only one
DIY solution…

GARDEN IDEAS

With this easy DIY wall system,
Kate was able to level her lawn
area for her kids, create lush
garden beds, install an outdoor
fireplace area and extend her patio
area to fit an outdoor kitchen and
lounge area! Watch her Before
Video and After Video to watch
Kate’s incredible DIY journey.

Traditionally, the only way to
completely level a backyard was
to add a retaining wall along
the boundary and then install a
separate fence on top. However,
this was a costly, timely affair; not
to mention, quite a cumbersome
DIY job.

OUTDOOR
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If your yard has a long, gradual
slope, consider using DIY retaining
walls to carve out different
levels and zones! Kate Sparks,
of @LittleDwellings, recently
wowed her loyal Instagram
tribe by transforming her entire
backyard with a single DIY
product; a ModularWalls retaining
wall!

On the other hand, with
ModularWalls, DIYers can
install a single product — a fence
and retaining wall in one —
and seamlessly integrate up to
750mm of retaining into their
boundaries!

WALLS & FENCING

Topdressing your
lawn

Shuffling soil

Integrated retaining
within boundary
fences

rises from one level to the other.

Terraced garden beds
Who doesn’t love a terraced
garden? Perfect for backyards
with short, steep slopes, this idea
can create a lush green wall effect
whilst creating functional planting
zones out of your slope. Decide
if you will cut into your slope, or
fill each garden bed; this will help
determine how to approach each
level and the kind of retaining walls
required.

DIY WITH
MODULARWALLS

Need to level uneven ground or a
sloping backyard? These DIY ideas
will explore how to level ground by
hand and transform your outdoor
area into a functional oasis…with
no machinery required!

Tiered backyard
with multiple levelled
zones
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HOW TO LEVEL GROUND BY HAND

Consider different garden
themes to suit your lifestyles
and home’s style; rainforest
plants make a dramatic urban
oasis, ornamental grasses
offer a soft, coastal vibe and
edible gardens offer the perfect
opportunity for green-thumbs to
tend to tiered DIY veggie patches!
(see page 45)
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Climbers and trailers
First of all, one of the easiest green
wall ideas is to use plants that do
all the work! Create distinctive
designs with a combination of
climbers and trailing plants to
grow a living curtain of foliage
against your boundary wall.

You can attach them to walls and
fences, stack, hang or free stand
them. Grow flowers, greenery, fruit
or vegetables depending on your
preference. As a lighter and low
maintenance alternative, consider
utilising artificial greenery.

Solid green walls
Finally, we have the mother of all
green wall designs; the solid living
wall! This option is ideal for hiding
unsightly infrastructure or adding
a beautiful feature wall.
Repurpose picture frames, hang
old pallets, add wire to train plants
or use your own customised plan.
Always consider the total weight
of what you’re hanging, especially
after they’ve been watered, to
ensure a safe green wall design.
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Alternatively, you could take the
next step with wall planters. Like
any great DIY ideas, think outside
the box and have a look around for
items you already have that could
be repurposed. Popular upcycled
wall planter designs include shoe
organisers, wine racks, old PVC
pipes, recycled soft drink bottles,
empty tin cans or wooden pallets.

GARDEN IDEAS

There are plenty of options when
it comes to building your own DIY
green wall. From a few simple
climbers, to a complete wall of
foliage; or even a balcony oasis by
installing green wall panels onto
the railings! Do some research
and choose a design that best
matches your space and preferred
maintenance levels.

Wall planters

WALLS & FENCING
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GARDEN IDEAS

Green walls and vertical gardens
have been a growing trend
in home design, as architects
and homeowners alike strive to
createliving spaces that reduce
stress, enhance air quality and
even reduce energy consumption.
They’re a great way to breathe
new life into unsightly areas or
add greenery to spaces that can’t
support a traditional garden.

Vertical garden
options

DIY WITH
MODULARWALLS

As our backyards become more
compact, we look for creative DIY
ideas to green our living spaces
and reap the benefits for our
mental, emotional and physical
wellbeing. Enter the green wall
trend; an instant teleportation
from urban madness to lush
paradise!
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HOW TO BUILD A GREEN WALL

With Designer Plants,
(designerplants.com.au) the
experts in artificial vertical
gardens and greenery.
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Indoor green walls

Consider what type of vertical
garden you want to grow. Keep
in mind that plants need the right
amount of sunlight and water to
flourish; try grouping plants with
similar light and water needs

Bring the health benefits of
plants into your home in a stylish
way. With planning, you can use
them to not only beautify your
home but also address ongoing
problem areas such as:

Some popular choices include:

• Purifying stagnant air and 		
removing irritants and toxins

DIY WITH
MODULARWALLS

• A
 rtificial green wall panels –
popular amongst those who are
time poor, are nervous about the
maintenance or lack the luck of
a green thumb!

GARDEN IDEAS

• Increased productivity in
workplaces – including home
offices or homework corners
• Boosting immune systems
• Cooling the environment

WALLS & FENCING

• E
 dible delights – combine the
benefits of herb gardens with the
beauty of vertical gardens!

• Improving memory and 		
concentration

For those with limited floor
space, indoor feature walls are
an excellent alternative to pot
plants. Use green wall planters,
trained climbing plants with wire
frameworks, wooden boxes, or
hanging glass bowls. If you’re using
wall planters, simply ensure you’ve
protected the wall surface against
any moisture damage when
watering the plant.

DIY WITH
MODULARWALLS

• H
 eavenly air plants – species
like Spanish moss, bromeliads
and pink quill plants don’t need
soil, making them a light, easy
vertical garden option

• Reducing stress and creating
serene relaxation spaces

DIY CUSTOMER
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Add a vertical
garden to your
modular wall
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• S
 ucculent excellence – indulge
in the geometric beauty of these
low maintenance plants

OUTDOOR
LIVING & DESIGN

Themed green walls

• Jungle oasis – think ferns, moss
and palms

WALLS & FENCING
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HOW TO BUILD A GREEN WALL

Did you know you can green
up your modular wall? Create
a feature panel with trailing
wall planters, grow climbers
up against the posts or install
trellis wire to create your very
own living modular wall.
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1. Location
2. Type of garden beds
3. Bottle cap countertop
4. B
 uilding your veggie patch’s
garden bed
5. Planning your garden

The amount of sunlight your
vegetables receive will also be
determined by the direction of
your patch. Your plants should
ideally run along a North-South
axis to maximise sunlight exposure
and ensure good air circulation. In
the Southern Hemisphere, the sun
angles to the north, so try to put
your taller plants on the south side
of the garden so they don’t cast a
shadow over the rest of your crops.

DIY MOTIVATION

Sheltered from wind
If that’s not possible, erect a fence
as a wind barrier to protect your
plants.

Isolation
It is best to keep your vegetable
plot away from other plants.
Ideally, patches should be planted
around 3m from the drip line of
trees. Otherwise, neighbouring
bushes can absorb water and soil
nutrients, depriving your vegetable
patch of essential ingredients.
There is also the risk of the roots
of nearby trees growing into
your patch and harming your
vegetables.
If growing a patch away from
trees is not possible, consider
digging a trench around your plot.
The trench should be deeper than
existing roots or be dug until you
reach hard clay. Then place heavy
material (which roots cannot
penetrate) on the edge of the
trench and fill the trench with the
barrier material.

OUTDOOR
LIVING & DESIGN

A patch requires at least five hours
of sunlight per day, so pick a spot
for your patch that receives ample
amounts of natural light. Direct
sunlight helps to create diseaseresistant plants and sweeter
flavoured carrots, tomatoes,
chillies and onions. Some produce,
such as strawberries or salad
leaves require shade, but that’s
easy to accommodate in a sunny
spot – just create some shade with
netting or a wattle fence.

This ensures that plants receive
equal water and sunlight
distribution. However, having
sloped land should not be a
hindrance to growing a vegetable
patch – slopes can be levelled out
by lining the bases of the beds with
flat rocks, wood slabs or boards.

DIY CUSTOMER
SUCCESS STORIES

6. Planting

Sunshine

Flat land

GARDEN IDEAS

This guide on how to make a
backyard vegetable garden has
outlined every step with simplicity,
broken down into 5 main stages:

Step 1. Selecting the right
spot

WALLS & FENCING

Imagine this; a hearty minestrone
soup filled with broccoli and beans
sourced solely from a backyard
vegetable patch. Being home
grown, a vegetable patch enables
you to control the amount and
type of pesticide and fertiliser
used on your produce. It’s also an
excellent way to engage family
members in a communal hobby in
the fresh air.

DIY WITH
MODULARWALLS

HOW TO DIY A BACKYARD
VEGGIE PATCH
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If you have a spare garden bed
designed to hold your plants in
the next season, look after it in
the preceding season. A ‘green
manure’ cover crop helps to build
soil tilth, adds nutrients to the soil
and keeps it weed-free.

DIY MOTIVATION
OUTDOOR
LIVING & DESIGN
GARDEN IDEAS

Continually growing the same
type of vegetable in the same spot
of your patch can encourage a
build-up of soil diseases. This issue
can normally be prevented from
arising by employing the technique
of crop rotation.

• In-ground beds are preferable in
warm climates, as they require
less watering than raised beds.
They are also easier to construct,
as they don’t need wood slabs
or lumber, unlike raised beds.
However, a gardener will need to
reach further down to reach the
plants, and pets and children can
easily walk over the garden beds.

• ‘ Sunken’ raised garden
beds carry the same benefits
as raised garden beds, however
they do not drain quite as well.
This type of bed incorporates the
soil, so there is no need to import
soil.

• R
 aised garden beds are
preferable in colder climates,
since the soil warms faster
in spring and drains more
efficiently, enabling you to
begin planting sooner. The
lumber sides serve as a barrier
to weeds and pests, such as
slugs and snails, from entering
your vegetable patch. They also
provide the best drainage of the
three beds.

WALLS & FENCING

You can either create one long
garden bed or plant several beds
in your backyard. The latter is
generally recommended if you
have a bigger yard, so that plants
with similar requirements can be
grown together, and then rotated
to different beds on an annual
basis.

Then there is the question of
whether to create an in-ground,
raised or ‘sunken’ raised garden
bed.

DIY CUSTOMER
SUCCESS STORIES
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Step 2. Deciding on the type
of garden bed

DIY WITH
MODULARWALLS
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HOW TO DIY A BACKYARD
VEGGIE PATCH
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GARDEN IDEAS

DIY MOTIVATION

To construct a raised garden bed,
first, rid your selected spot of turf
and weeds and require a strong
material of your choice to create
the external structure for the bed;
remember, you’ll need both walls
and corner supports.

Mat installation

WALLS & FENCING

If that’s not possible, erect a fence
Next, attach the weed-suppressing
fabric to each of the four sides of
the sleepers. As you roll out the
mat, ensure that it is pressed firmly
on the ground and tightly against
the corners. Use a staple to secure
the mat in place.

DIY WITH
MODULARWALLS

If you’re planting several beds,
ensure that there is enough room
between the beds for walking and
rolling a wheelbarrow through.

Prepare your unsoiled soil

DIY CUSTOMER
SUCCESS STORIES

Untouched soil that hasn’t been
gardened before is ideal for your
vegetable patch during the first
year. This type of soil contains
untapped nutrients and minerals
that your vegetables will thrive on.

Dry, not damp
Before planting, ensure your soil
is relatively dry by breaking up
any clumps with a tiller, then
going over the soil patch with a
rake. Soil should be crumbly, not
clumpy. You can also dig a trench
around your garden bed for better
drainage or construct a raised
vegetable patch instead of an inground one.

Black gold
Gardeners refer to compost as
‘black gold’, because organic
waste matter helps to create rich,
nutrient-filled soil. Compost should
be added once your soil is clumpfree and crumbly after turning.
The organic matter should be
spread across the top 1-2m of the
vegetable patch, to ensure that
the roots of young plants reap the
benefits of exposure to organic
materials. Bags of soil conditioner
or rotted manure can be added to
your soil as alternatives.
Once you are satisfied with the
quality of your soil, add it into your
raised garden bed. Fill the garden
bed with well-drained garden
soil and compost, while leaving a
30mm gap at the top.
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This is the level of acidity or
alkalinity in the soil; a pH level
of 6.0 or 7.0 is ideal for most
vegetables. You can check the pH
level of the soil before planting
by using a soil test kit. A low pH
indicates acidic soil and can
be sweetened by adding lime,
whereas a high pH level in soil can
be lowered with the addition of
sulphur and rich organic matter.

GARDEN IDEAS

It’s time to get our hands dirty! If
you’re building a raised garden
bed, you will need additional tools
such as a power drill, saw, material
for the frame, 12-18 screws and a
hammer.

WALLS & FENCING

Determine soil pH

DIY WITH
MODULARWALLS

Step 3. Get to building!

DIY CUSTOMER
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HOW TO DIY A BACKYARD
VEGGIE PATCH

Allow plants to breathe
Plants need space to grow and
flourish into fully-grown healthy
vegetables. A well-tended 3m x
3m vegetable patch will be enough
space for most garden beds. It
is recommended to leave about
20cm around a row of salad
leaves, 35cm around a row of
carrots, and 45cm around a row of
beans.

DIY MOTIVATION
OUTDOOR
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Picking the right produce also
involves consideration of pest
control. Pests can often be warded
off naturally by employing the
technique of companion planting.
This type of planting involves
growing complementary plants
close together.

GARDEN IDEAS

You might have carved out enough
space for a small vegetable plot
to begin with, but it’s also worth
considering any long-term ideas
for your backyard space. Plans to
plant trees, or additional plants,
may interfere with your patch. For
example, if you plan on branching
out into fruit trees down the track,
set aside a 6-metre root spread,
and consider the shading effect of
a tree on other vegetable plants.

You can also decide when to
plant crops based on their climate
requirements. The vegetables that
require high temperatures will
need to be planted and given time
to grow in the warmer months of
the year.

For example, onions and carrots
should be grown close to one
another, as the pungent smell
of onions is supposed to confuse
pests drawn to carrots. The strong
scent of basil also repels aphids
that are often drawn to tomatoes
and other produce.

WALLS & FENCING

Step 4. Plan your planting

DIY WITH
MODULARWALLS

Eggplants require more space –
about 75cm–1m per plant. Install
a stake if you’re growing beans, as
they need something to climb.

Pick the right produce for
your patch
It’s important to consider climate
when creating a vegetable patch.
Certain vegetables will thrive
in warmer weather but may
be disease-prone and difficult
to cultivate in colder climates.
Cauliflower, onions and peas do
best in temperatures between
10-20 degrees Celsius or lower,
whereas capsicum, potato, tomato
and eggplant need temperatures
about 20 degrees Celsius for
optimum growth.
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There are two primary approaches
to planting vegetables –
row cropping and intensive
cropping. The latter is generally
recommended for smaller patches,
as it enables you to compact more
vegetables into a smaller space.
The closer spacing of plants means
you usually have to weed by hand,
a more time-intensive process
than using a tiller between plants
with the row cropping approach.
Intensive cropping tends to be
more visually interesting, as you
can create your own pattern and
display of crops.

Tiller: Used to break up and loosen
soil, giving plants more room to
grow. It also gathers organic waste
matter which can then be worked
into your vegetable patch.
Spade: Turning soil, digging up
weeds, and transferring soil and
compost to the garden.
Wheelbarrow: For transporting
soil, compost and waste from or to
your vegetable patch.
Rake: After tilling the patch, a
rake helps to break up chunks of
soil and creates an even plain for
planting your crops.

DIY MOTIVATION

Trellis: Beans, peas and some
other vegetables need something
to climb as they grow. A trellis
helps them grow upward rather
than outward.
Irrigation System: A watering can
is fine for small plots, but a hose
with a sprinkler or nozzle will be
more efficient and effective for
larger vegetable patches.
Pruners: can be used to harvest
herbs and vegetables, deadhead
plants, and cut back growth.
Basket: To carry fresh produce
from your backyard into your
home.

Adding mulch to your patch
will help your garden to retain
moisture during a hot summer,
suppress weeds, and prevent soil
crusting. Mulch should be placed
on the ground surrounding each
plant, and most patches will need
mulching on a yearly basis, but if
you are using finer mulch you may
need to provide a top up more
frequently.

Plants like to be watered
frequently – at least every day
for the first few days. After that,
slightly reduce the amount and
frequency with which you water
your plants. This reduction will
encourage the roots of plants to
grow deeper in search of water,
and ultimately help your crops
to grow into stronger, healthier
plants.

Mulch reduces the need for
weeding and helps to conserve
water by reducing evaporation
through the surface of the patch.
Examples of mulch include barley
or pea straw (easily incorporated
into the soil by worms), alfalfa hay,
fresh seaweed that brings minerals
to the soil and deters slugs. If you
use seaweed as mulch, ensure you
place a generous amount on the
soil as it dries and shrinks easily.

Pest control

DIY CUSTOMER
SUCCESS STORIES
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HOE

SPADE

TRELLIS

WHEELBARROW

IRRIGATION SYSTEM

RAKE

PRUNERS

COMPOSTER

BASKET
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Homemade natural pesticides like
garlic, chilli or coffee mixed with
soapy water can be used in these
situations. Using seaweed fertiliser
in mulch or spray form also helps
to prevent disease in plants.
A sustainable and thriving
vegetable patch requires
consideration of a variety of
elements. Creating rich soil is
perhaps the most important
element to bear in mind. Rich
matter helps to establish a fertile
environment in which vegetables
can flourish, so cultivating quality
soil is well worth your toil.

TOOL CHECKLIST
TILLER

If you rotate your crops annually,
fairly regularly, and have a healthy
vegetable patch rich in organic
soil, pests are much less likely to be
drawn to your vegetable plot. But
sometimes pests will persist.

OUTDOOR
LIVING & DESIGN

Hoe: Used to chop weeds, shuffle
soil over to create a hill needed by
some plants and dig trenches for
planting.

Watering

GARDEN IDEAS

Once you have set up your
vegetable patch and planted the
seeds, you’ll need to continually
tend to your crops. These are the
tools you might need to maintain
your vegetable patch:

Mulching

WALLS & FENCING

Now that you have created your
vegetable patch, filled it with
rich soil and selected suitable
produce for your patch, it’s time to
begin planting! The overall layout
and configuration of plants in
your vegetable plot needs some
consideration.

Composters: A recycled plastic bin
holds organic waste matter and
prevents odour normally found in
wheelie bins.

DIY WITH
MODULARWALLS

Caring for your crops
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Step 5. The plot thickens
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DIY MOTIVATION

Turf can be tough; in fact, there
are reasons to consider completely
replacing your grassy areas ,
including:
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DIY LAWN ALTERNATIVES
& GRASS REPLACEMENT IDEAS

• Replace struggling or dead lawn
• Lower maintenance levels

GARDEN IDEAS

Dive into these DIY lawn
alternatives and grass
replacement ideas for each of
these challenges and give new life
to that dust-bowl of dried out turf!

There are many factors that
could be contributing to your
unsuccessful lawn attempts.
Inadequate water supplies,
poor soil conditions, insufficient
light and climatic conditions all
have powerful — and sometimes
damaging — effects on turf.

Furthermore, lawns are one of the
highest maintenance plants you
own. When it’s struggling, it can
run you ragged trying to salvage it
and keep the weeds at bay. When
it’s thriving, it can be even more
work!

DIY CUSTOMER
SUCCESS STORIES
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However, instead of redesigning
your entire outdoor area in an
attempt to save the lawn, take a
step back and decide if it’s worth
it. Is it really worth sacrificing
the shade of that glorious tree,
in order to get more light onto
the lawn? Is that new irrigation
system a sustainable fix, if we’re
potentially looking at longer and
more frequent drought periods
(accompanied by subsequent
water restrictions)?
Whilst lawns can have an affect
property value, it may not be
necessary to have so much of it, or
to have it in certain places (or even
at all).

So, if you simply don’t have the
time (or heart) to keep fighting the
good fight, it’s time you explore
the alternatives! to have it in
certain places (or even at all).

Ornamental grasses
Zoysia isn't the only pretty grass
on the block. Ornamental grasses
are a big hit for textured, or
'bedhead', garden designs. Some
options to consider adding to your
landscape design include:
• Pennisetum (fountain/foxtail 		
grass)

3. Functional outdoor areas
The last reason you may want
to replace your lawn is simply to
create a more functional outdoor
living zone. Sprawling lawns can
be lovely to look over, but they
don’t serve much purpose.
If your goal is to boost the usability
of The Great Outdoors, check out
the following lawn alternatives to
get more out of your land!

Entertaining deck
This DIY idea is getting a little
more construction heavy; but as
long as we're re-imagining the
way you use your space, why not
consider it?
Building a deck gives you a whole
new entertaining and outdoor
living space, as well as boosting
property value!

• Blue fescue
• Lomandra
• Poa/tussock
• Mondo
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2. Low maintenance lawn
alternatives

DIY WITH
MODULARWALLS

1. Why won't my lawn
grow?!

DIY CUSTOMER
SUCCESS STORIES
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• Increase yard functionality

WALLS &
FENCING

DIY MOTIVATION

Using a vintage picture frame and
some chicken wire, you can make
a spectacular living ‘painting’ that
even Dorian Gray would be jealous
of!

They’re horrendous for hanging
clothes on, but wonderful for DIY
art projects. Take all those old
wires – the rustier, the better – and
reshape them however you wish.

Carefully plant small baby
succulents, mixed with air plants,
in each diamond of chicken wire
to create a lush masterpiece.
Additionally, you can use the
natural colours to create patterns
within the artwork!

For some multimedia wall art
structures, use the wire to border
mirrors, make a web of gemstones
or even entwine some air plants to
incorporate the natural world.

2. DIY mosaic tilling

Moss can be useful in terrariums
or as ground cover in rock gardens,
but the most innovative use is to
decorate your outdoor walls with
moss graffiti. Mix a clump or two
of moss, 2 cups of buttermilk, 2
cups of water and half a teaspoon
of sugar, and paint away!

DIY CUSTOMER
SUCCESS STORIES

Accidentally knocked over that
beautiful urn in the hallway? A
storm blew over your favourite
pot? Re-tiling the bathroom?
Broken a mirror lately?
Turn that 7 years of bad luck into
something beautiful, with a mosaic
wall art feature. A surprisingly
simple task – as long as you have
some strong glue, some time and a
patient disposition.
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4. Moss graffiti

5. Actual graffiti
Tagged trains and scribbles on the
sides of fences have sullied the
name of graffiti – but its artistic
merits are fast gaining popularity
and respect as an established
artform. If you’ve a steady hand
and a creative mind, why not grab
some spray cans, cut out some
stencils and go to work!

6. Murals
If spray paint seems a little too
tricky, go back to basics and pick
up those paintbrushes. A mural
can be incredibly easy to execute
with the right tools – simply use
a projector to pencil your design
onto your outdoor wall and start
painting!

However, if you’re worried that
the material of your wall may be
damaged by the moss’s moisture,
paint the moss onto a board and
hang it like you would any other
painting.
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3. Old wire hangers

DIY WITH
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1. Framed succulents
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DIY backyard walls are one thing,
but what if you want to liven
up your new blank canvas? Get
inspired by our list of innovative
projects and create your own
beautiful wall art.

GARDEN IDEAS
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Combining old, leftover materials
is an amazing way to create a
textural art piece that adds depth
and interest to a blank wall.

GARDEN IDEAS

Tiles, timber, metal, stone, natural
objects, rope – an assortment of
scraps in the garage can be turned
into a piece of intrigue with the
right creative mind.

8. Fairy light patterns
Fairy lights have made a comeback in outdoor design, trailing up
trellises and bordering patio eves.
For an innovative yet simple idea,
use nails to create a patterned
path for your fairy lights.

WALLS & FENCING

Many fairy lights are also solar
powered these days, enabling
it to power itself and switch on
automatically when it grows dark.

9. Macramé wall weaving
This wall art idea has seen a
massive rise in boho home design
recently and is a beautiful way to
fill some space.
Many online tutorials, such as the
one above, can be found for simple
but stunning DIY macramé and
weaving, with a variety of designs.
Just make sure you use materials
that can withstand the elements
for your outdoor masterpiece!
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7. Multimedia Collage

Adding further to the weaving
ideas, rope art is another great
way to up-cycle materials into
a funky outdoor design. Using
knots, winding, twisting, braiding
and weaving techniques, you can
create an amazing pattern that is
decorative in its own right, or can
be used as a net to hang other
things off.
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10. Rope wall art
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Different zones have different
requirements. It’s best to
check with your local council prior
to construction to ascertain if
approval or building permits are
required.

To test the soil at the site, take
a handful from at least 300mm
below the surface and squeeze.

Do I have a Cut Site
or a Fill Site?
A cut site is when you are cutting
into the natural slope of the land
to create a stepped site with your
wall. A fill site is when the wall is
installed at the lowest part of a
gradual slope and then filled to
level it with the highest part.
Different sites will require
slightly different procedures and
equipment.
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Organic soils will stick together
but won’t hold – these should only
be used as topsoil and not to build
the wall itself.
Clay soils will form a ball – they
retain moisture and add pressure
behind walls, so they may require
additional reinforcement, but can
still be used in your project.
Sandy soils won’t stick at all – they
are granular and allow for good
drainage, making them ideal for
retaining walls.
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Once you’re ready to install your
retaining wall, clear the area and
prepare your site. Use stakes to
and spirit-levelled string lines as a
guide that matches your site plan
measurements.

WALLS & FENCING

What kind of soil am
I working with?

For instance, a fill site will probably
need compacting to stabilise
the soil, so a plate compactor/
vibrating plate may be needed,
whereas a cut site may require an
excavator if it is of a significant
size. If the wall is high and uses
heavy materials, consider plant
hire to lift and stack the wall
materials to avoid injury or unsafe
labour practices.

DIY WITH
MODULARWALLS

Tiered gardens, terraces, builtin seating, raised patios and
pergolas, water features and
even ponds are all possible with a
sturdy, reliable retaining wall. Here
are some factors to consider when
deciding on the right retaining
solution for you.

Do I need Council
approval?

Equipment/machinery needed will
depend on the type and purpose of
your DIY retaining wall project and
which kind of site you have.

A detailed site plan, drawn
to scale, will be useful when
estimating and calculating the
materials you’ll need. Measure
length and height of the
proposed wall, and how much
weight it will need to retain
to help determine the most
appropriate retaining solution, and
the measurements of materials
needed.

DIY CUSTOMER
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A DIY retaining wall project could
add an astounding element to
your landscaping that increases
functionality, improves aesthetics
and ultimately boosts the value of
your property.
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Soil should only be compacted
away from the zone of influence
and should not be compacted
against the retaining wall itself, or
in any way that could affect the
back fill or drainage capabilities.
Fill sites would generally require
some compacting to stabilise the
fill, but cut sites generally will not,
as you are excavating through
already stable soil.

How do I measure my
site?

GARDEN IDEAS

Do I need to compact Do I need any
my soil?
specific equipment/
machinery?
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Timber will be more susceptible
to water damage than cement.
However, whichever material
you choose should still be
waterproofed before backfilling, to
increase material longevity.
Use a commercial waterproofing
or bituminous product such
as SikaTite BE, to ‘paint’ the
underground portion of the
material. Then, use a commercial
grade polyurethane sealant, such
as Sikaflex Pro, to seal any gaps or
crevices.

Drainage is highly important,
as trapped moisture can lead
to irreversible damage and a
premature weakening of the wall.
At the base of your wall, before
backfilling, lay an agricultural
line or pipe to allow release of
underground seepage. Ensure you
also lined it with an external filter
sock to prevent silt from entering
and clogging it. This pipe should
exit at the sides where it can run
off; avoid cutting into your wall
to fit the pipe through, as it can
undermine the strength of the wall.
You should also use backfill that’s
granulated to allow for adequate
drainage; denser soils that hold
moisture will add dangerous
pressure to the wall.
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Is angling or stepping
back my wall
important?
Whether you install your wall
straight or at a slight angle/step
depends on how high the wall is.
Gravity works against a wall that
is exactly perpendicular to ground
level, and this pressure is mostly
directed at the lower part of the
wall.

DIY WITH
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Why is waterproofing How do I correctly
important?
backfill my wall?

To get gravity working with you,
ensure your materials are at a very
slight angle; basically, the bottom
of the wall should be slightly more
outward than the top. However,
if the wall is only a very small
height – for a low garden bed, say
– it isn’t an issue you really need to
worry about.
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To prepare for this stage, have
one person attach the brackets
to the inner groove of the posts,
which will determine where the
panels will sit. It is best to fasten
the brackets prior to installing the
posts, so you can ensure exact
measurements from the top of
the post and create an even wall
height.

To start, place your first peg (or
stick) where your first post will
go, with the stick representing the
post centre. Then, measure out the
appropriate spaces between post
centres, marking all post centre
placements with pegs. Wind your
string around each peg, ensuring
that you are creating a straight
line; this will later act as a guide to
ensure your wall is straight.
Next, using a post hole digger,
dig the holes where each post will
sit, moving the peg or stick just
in front of the hole but still in line
with the post centre.

How deep should I dig my
post holes?

DIY WITH
MODULARWALLS

Typically, the depth of the hole
being 1/3 of the overall height. So,
for a 1.8m high wall or fence, you’ll
need to dig post holes at 600mm
depths.

For flush capping, the brackets
should also be fastened around
3mm more than the total panel
height. So, if the total height of
your panels is 1800mm (1.8m),
your brackets should be fastened
at 1803mm.
For external capping, allow
23mm more than the total panel
height. Therefore, if the total
height of your panels is 1800mm
(1.8m), your brackets should be
fastened at 1823mm.
The other person can then
prepare your concrete as per
the instructions on the package.

Once the concrete is ready, have
one person holding the post whilst
using spirit levels to ensure it’s
exactly vertical. The other person
can then pour the concrete into
the hole all around the post.
Different concrete mixes will set at
different times; see the concrete
manufacturer’s instructions for
more details. Smaller jobs using
rapid set concrete may even allow
the panels to be installed on the
same day. However, best practice
is to let it cure overnight, where
possible, so this might be a good
time to hang up the work gloves
for the day.
After they’ve set, you may also
want to use your spirit level to
double check that none of the
posts have shifted angles before
inserting your panels.

However, this can change for
certain wind regions or sites with
sandy soil. If this applies to you,
let your ModularWalls consultant
know and they can advise
accordingly.
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The width of the hole should
also allow for 50mm of concrete
around each side of the post.
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Measure out your site simply
by using a tape measure, some
string and pegs, sticks or even
chopsticks!

Avoid throwing a bag of ‘rapid set’
down a hole and adding water in
situ. Preferably, mix the concrete
in a wheelbarrow prior to pouring
down the hole, as this will achieve
a greater concrete strength.

GARDEN IDEAS

Step 2. Concrete posts in
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Installation is fast and easy,
and you won’t need any heavy
machinery, specialist trades or
to waste your whole weekend
on strip footings. In fact, you
can erect your new wall or
fence in a single weekend, with
the entire process simmered
down into 4 simple steps:

Step 1. Dig post holes

DIY WITH
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Homeowners are increasingly
taking matters into their
own hands and saving big
on labour costs, cutting their
project expenses in half. If
you’re looking for a new wall
or fence, our DIY fence and
wall systems were specifically
designed for the DIYer with a
keen eye for style.
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HOW TO INSTALL A DIY FENCE
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This is where your wall or fence
is really going to take shape!
First, place the capping
channel onto the bottom of
your first panel. Next, with two
sets of hands, slide the panel
down through the post until it
rests against the brackets. For
multiple panels, a joining strip
will need to be placed between
each panel.
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Step 3. Insert panel and
capping

Once all the panels are in, you
can then install the top wall
capping, followed by the post
tops.
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And there you have it —
you’ve just built a brand-new
DIY fence or wall with your
own two hands, in a single
weekend! All you have left to
do is admire your beautiful new
outdoor space, share it on the
#makeitmodular hashtag and
tell every single one of your
visitors about your impressive
DIY success!
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The beauty of our walls is that
they accommodate a huge
range of stylish wall finishes,
which we go into further in the
next article. The cementitious
sheeting finish gives it a
natural rendered aesthetic, or
you can embellish it further
with a texture render.
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Step 4. Finish your DIY
modular wall or fence
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HOW TO FINISH YOUR MODULAR WALL
2. Texture paint
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Your strong, new modular wall
has been installed – all you need
to do now is apply the finish of
your choice! Our systems can
accommodate a variety of wall
finishes to compliment your
individual home’s architectural
style.
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Furthermore, for warranty reasons,
we recommend you apply the
finish on your wall within 90 days
of its completed installation.
Our wall materials arrive ready
to accept your final finishing;
therefore, if the wall surfaces
are not clean due to prolonged
exposure to the elements, finishes
might not stick as well as it should.

1. Acrylic paint
You can paint your modular
boundary wall with any exterior,
self-priming acrylic paint. It
provides a smooth modern
appearance, complements your
home’s aesthetic and - with a
bit of creativity - can provide
a simple feature wall. Dulux
Weathershield and Wattyl
Solagard are popular choices for
many of our customers.
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3. Textured render
Although our products are
manufactured to mirror the look
of an already rendered wall, you
can add a textured look with an
acrylic render. Apply with a trowel
for a truly unique texture to your
panels, such as stucco plastering
or Tuscan-style finishes.
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A textured paint can be used
to create a stylish, rustic
aesthetic that offers a rendered
aesthetic, for a fraction of the
cost of brick. Sand-based paint is
a popular finishing option that’s
cost-effective and achievable for
the DIY customer.

DIY MOTIVATION

Cladding is a great way
to customise your wall, whilst
adhering larger feature veneers
to panel surfaces can offer a
striking DIY wall art idea. This
method can also work extremely
well for feature retaining walls and
planter box designs.

Outdoor tiling has been a
particularly successful finishing
option for our modular pool walls.
As with veneers or cladding,
adhere to the weight specifications
detailed on the adhesive being
used.

OUTDOOR
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5. Tiling

Our panels are suitable for
all types of veneers – simply
keep to the weight restrictions
recommended on the adhesive
label. The general weight
restrictions for most adhesives is
usually around 90kg, but always
check the label of the specific
adhesive product you’re using.
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4. Veener and cladding
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Minimalist can still be
personalised; customised can still
be simple. Check out these 10
ways to customise your modular
wall so that your home can reflect
your unique, personal style!
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10 WAYS TO CUSTOMISE
YOUR MODULAR WALL

Slats are the easiest way to
customise your modular wall.
Aluminium slats provide a sleek,
long-lasting option, whilst timber
brings a natural element to the
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1. Slot in some slats

structure.

Lighting can transform a space,
bringing a sense of romance
and magic to your outdoor area
and create an easy feature wall. It
can also help soften spaces that
don't allow for any foliage, offering
a focal point to an otherwise blank
area.
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2. Let there be light

Letterboxes are the perfect
accessory for front walls and
fences! Whether you're using a
steel ModularWalls letterbox, or
your own, find out how to install it
within your modular wall here.
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3. You've got mail

While most are asking how to hide
the join line, others are embracing
it wholeheartedly. Our expressed
joint feature offers smooth,
horizontal lines that add an
architectural edge to your modular
wall.
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4. Express yourself
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5. Life is raw

6. The are of decorating

7. Make a splash

Design trends of 2018 have
completely embraced the mix of
earthy, raw materials. The smooth,
cementitious panels against the
raw timber infills create a rich
textural contrast for this boundary
wall.

Our systems allow you to add a
variety of decorative elements
to customise your modular wall
and reflect your personal style.
From laser cut screens, to wall
art, to decorative infills, you
can effortlessly design a unique
masterpiece.

The versatility of our systems
also allow for the creation of
truly stunning pool feature walls.
Incorporate elements such as
lighting, speakers and even water
features for a spectacular pool
area.

DIY MOTIVATION
GARDEN IDEAS
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10 WAYS TO CUSTOMISE
YOUR MODULAR WALL

8. Pillars of stack stones

WALLS & FENCING

Love the look of traditional
masonry? Clad your posts in stack
stone, tile your panels in marble
pavers or add single feature tiles to
embrace the texture of stone
within your modular wall design!

9. A touch of class

DIY WITH
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Classical design elements will
always hold a timeless beauty.
By using External post tops and
capping, and embellishments such
as wrought iron, lantern lights
and sandstone caps, provide a
traditional touch to an overall
clean, modern look.

10. Go green

DIY CUSTOMER
SUCCESS STORIES

Embrace a space efficient, low
maintenance opportunity for
foliage by creating your own green
wall! (see page 41) Use climbers,
wall planters or frames to create
a lush vertical garden. For heavy/
strong climbers, such as wisteria,
we'd recommend planting them at
the base of the posts, rather than
in the centre of the panels.
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Q. At what stage do I install
the slats?

A. Of course! Our modular wall
systems are highly customisable,
allowing you to integrate a variety
of slats or decorative infills.

A. This is truly up to you! When
shopping around, simply ensure
the slats match the exact length
of your specific order, as we offer
both 2.4m or 3m panel spans.

A. The basic installation stages of
our modular walls are as follows: •
• Dig holes

Q. Do ModularWalls supply
the slats?

Additionally, when it comes to
materials, be sure to consider
things like maintenance and
climate concerns, as well as
aesthetics. For instance, timber
slats provide a striking textural
contrast, but require higher
maintenance and are susceptible
to rot and termites. For coastal or
tropical environments, aluminium
slats might be wiser!

A. No, we don’t manufacture the
slats ourselves; which actually
means that you can be as creative
— and selective — as you want!

• Insert panels
• F
 inishing (including wall
capping, post tops and chosen
wall finishes)
If you’re adding slats, you should
install these in Stage 4, in
between the wall capping (which
goes under the slats) and the post
tops (which will sit on top of the
slats).
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Once you tell us you’d like slats,
we will simply factor in the slat
measurements into your complete
wall design. It’s very important
that you communicate your
plans for slats, however, so that a
section is left ‘open’ (or without
a panel), whilst still ensuring the
posts achieve the total height you
need.

• Install posts
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Q. What sort of slats can I
use?
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Q. Can I install fence slats
into my modular wall?

WALLS & FENCING

Horizontal, vertical, timber,
aluminium, infills. If you’re looking
to add a personalised touch to
your modular wall, installing fence
slats is as easy as Slip, Slot, Slat!
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HOW TO INSTALL FENCE SLATS
INTO YOUR MODULAR WALL
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First, slip the end post infills into
the open recesses of the posts,
where your slats will go, and seal
into place using a sealant (such as
Sikaflex, FLEXIT, etc).
INSIDE TIP: To save yourself a
world of fiddly pain later on, it’s
also recommended that you paint
your posts, infills and wall capping
before the next step!

2. Slot
Secondly, install the mounting
channels to the end post infills,
which the slats will slot into.
When cutting your mounting
channel, be sure to minus the
bottom slat space, so that the
channel does NOT touch the
panel capping.
The channels can be fixed using
screws, rivets or any appropriate
anchor for the substrate behind
the channel – i.e. a masonry
anchor, if attaching to brickwork.
track when you realise you’ve
accidentally restricted access for
laying pipes or running cables!
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Secure one slat at a time and
keep moving your spacer up as
you go.
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With your spacer on the bottom,
install the first slat and secure to
the channel using a single screw or
rivet through the channel, on the
rear side of the wall.

Finishing your wall:
Once your slats are installed, you
can now complete your wall by
installing and painting the post
tops!

Correct slat lengths:
You might need to trim your slats
to provide clearance for the slat
to travel past the heads of the
channel mounting screws.
To find out your required slat
length, measure from inside of
one channel to the inside of the
next. Then, add approx. 10mm
clearance more.
Cut one slat first before cutting
the rest; it should be a nice free
fit and not collide with the screws
inside the channels. There is NO
advantage of being super tight
— you will only cause yourself
difficulties during installation.
We also recommended that you
cut the top slat at a tighter fit
than the rest, in order to minimise
any visual gap between the slat
and the channel.
can now complete your wall by
installing and painting the post
tops!
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Gaps always ‘grow’, so always
allow a tiny bit of allowance with
your slat spacer; for instance,
if you’d like a 10mm gap, use a
9.5mm spacer.

In order to make installation
easier and avoid scratching
whilst inserting the slats, you can
lubricate the end of the slats with
soapy water.

For longer spans, a vertical
brace may be needed for extra
stabilisation; your slat provider
should have information on
this. Details on vertical brace
installations can be found in our
full Slats Installation guide.
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Even slat spacing:
Have a slat spacer handy to
ensure a consistent slat pattern.
Plastic spacers (or shims) are
available at most hardware stores.

1. Slip
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Last, but certainly not least; the
slats! Some tips include:

Steady installation process:
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Installing your fence slats
into your modular wall can
be broken down into 3 simple
steps:

3. Slat
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Slip, Slot, Slat
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HOW TO INSTALL FENCE SLATS
INTO YOUR MODULAR WALL
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The basic installation stages of
our modular walls are as follows:

• Location of transformer; this is
normally close to a power
source
• Entry point of cable
• Height of lights along post
• H
 ow you’ll need to fix your light
to the face of the post (and the
subsequent recess you’ll need to
make in the post)

Q. What tools will I need?
WALLS & FENCING

You’ll need the following tools
handy, if installing lights within
your modular fence:
• Tape measure
• Drill/driver
• Angle grinder
• Wire snips

DIY WITH
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Q. How do I install lights into
my modular fence?
The basic installation stages of
our modular walls are as follows:

• Dig holes
• Install posts
• Insert panels
• F
 inishing (including wall
capping, post tops and chosen
wall finishes)
If you’re adding lighting, you will
have additional steps within the
following stages:
• I nstall cable entry point after
installing posts (Stage 2)
• Cut exit and entry slots for
cables, and light fixture rebates,
into the tops of posts in the
middle of Stage 3, before
installing top panel
• Install lights and cables at the
end of Stage 3, in between the
top of the wall panel and the
capping and post tops (which
will will enclose cables)

Sure thing! You can download
our detailed Lighting Installation
Guide, or follow the tutorial on the
next page:

Q. Which outdoor lights can
I integrate into a modular
fence?
Any regular outdoor light can
be integrated into our modular
walls and fences, as long as you
follow the lighting manufacturer’s
recommendations for the
electrical connection and fixing
of the lights. We do recommend
choosing low voltage options, as
well as ensuring they’re exteriorgrade wall lights, for optimum
weather durability; but there is still
a vast range of beautiful outdoor
wall light options that rival indoor
lighting!
Furthermore, if the lights are
being installed in a pool boundary,
we suggest recessed wall lights,
to avoid the light fixture affecting
non-climbable zones and pool
compliance regulations.

• Dig holes
• Install posts

OUTDOOR
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Things that need to be planned
out before the actual install
include:

Q. Can you walk me through
the light installation, step by
step?

GARDEN IDEAS

Q. At what stage do I install
the slats?

WALLS & FENCING

Q. What do I need to plan
before installation?
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Entertain from dusk ’til dawn with
integrated outdoor wall lights! Our
wall panels have internal recesses
to accept concealed cables for
lighting, home entertainment
systems, intercoms and more; so
read on to find out how to light up
your outdoor life today.
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HOW TO INSTALL OUTDOOR WALL
LIGHTS INTO YOUR MODULAR FENCE

• Insert panels
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• F
 inishing (including wall
capping, post tops and chosen
wall finishes)
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Cut slots 25mm deep in post for cable

Cut the necessary exit and entry
slots for the cable in your posts,
as well as the recesses where your
lighting fixtures will sit. Use a
measuring tape to ensure the light
fixtures sit at the same height
from the top, to ensure a level
finish.

GARDEN IDEAS

After the cable is installed, be
sure to seal up any holes with an
exterior grade silicone.

Before installing the top panel
in Stage 3 of the modular fence
installation, you’ll need to prepare
the tops of your posts.

Once the posts are prepared,
install the top panels.

Fix or rebate the light to the face of the
post at your desired position

Step 3. Running the cable
Once the top panels are in, you
can run then the cables through
the entry point, post slots and
light fixture recesses.

DIY CUSTOMER
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Run cable through channel in
wall panel
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The suggested method is to loop
the cable inside the posts and
run it along the top of the panel
(under the wall capping) to the
next post. Our panels are designed
to have internal rebates along
the top and bottom for joining
profiles; this ensure that they can
be securely stacked. However, top
panels do not need these joining
profiles; so, when installing lights,
you use this unused recess at the
top of the panel to run the cable
from one post to another.

If more room is required for larger
cables, you may remove a small
amount of the polystyrene from
the top of the panel for a larger
recess.
As pictured, run the cable up the
post and loop inside consecutive
posts. Give yourself a decent size
loop to make connecting to the
light fitting easier; you should
be able to pull the cable to the
outside of the post to work on the
connection.
Continue this process in
accordance with the number of
lights you are installing.

WALLS & FENCING

This is also the step where you
decide the suitable location for
the 12 volt transformer; normally
close to the power source.

Step 4. Fixing the lights
Follow the lighting manufacturer’s
recommendations for the
electrical connection and fixing
of the lights. When mounting the
lighting to the post, be sure to
apply a waterproof sealant, so
water can’t leak into to the back
of the light once installed.
Once your lights are fixed (and
tested!), you can move on to
installing the end post infills, wall
capping and post tops, and finish
as desired!
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After Stage 2 of your installation,
once your posts have been
installed and the concrete has
dried, drill a hole in the post at
the point the cable will enter. This
could be below ground level, or if
the cable is to enter the post at
the start of a wall, then you can
simply run the cable up the side
of the post, behind where the End
Post Infill will be installed.

Step 2. Prepare your posts
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Step 1. Work out the entry
point for your cable
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Miguel Maestre, from Channel
10’s The Living Room, required a
sturdy, secure front wall to boost
privacy and security in order to
protect his young family from the
busy main road. While his first
priority was to keep his children
safe and reduce traffic noise,
he also wanted a premium wall
solution that would harmonise
with the modern architectural
aesthetic of his newly built home.
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Miguel approached his best
friend, master builder and DIY
guru Barry Du Bois, to devise a
fast, affordable solution. Due to
the urgent nature of the project
— and their limited spare time
— Barry got on the phone with
ModularWalls, knowing their team
could design and supply a rapid
DIY solution.
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The EstateWall front wall directly
responded to Miguel’s request for
a sturdy privacy wall and provided
maximum security for his family.
The robust posts delivered a grand
aesthetic that perfectly reflected
the level of security he was after.
Additionally, the cementitious
surface of the panels provided a
premium render-look finish that
perfectly complemented his home.
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With a little help from Barry, the
DIY install was quick and simple.
Furthermore, it dramatically
cut costs, leaving ample budget
for the rest of the landscaping.
The wall was finished in the
same exterior paint as the house
for aesthetic consistency and
customised with aluminium slats,
gates, lighting and a letterbox.
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BARRY & MIGUEL
#MAKEITMODULAR
WITH DIY ESTATEWALL

Watch the full installation today!
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To save herself the cost and hassle
associated with hiring professional
installers, she gave DIY a go, and
proved how simple and quick our
modular wall and fence systems
are to install yourself!
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Style Curator is a blog following
the journeys of home renovation
gurus on their pursuit to a stylish
home. Recently, style guru Bonnie
used SlimWall modular fencing for
her her backyard makeover, with
dramatic results.
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STYLE CURATOR'S DIY
SLIMWALL TUTORIAL
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Watch the full installation today!
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BEFORE
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Kate – better known as
@LittleDwellings by her loyal
Instagram followers – has been
transforming her home for years
now. Starting with the interior,
she stunned her audience with
her style, creativity and DIY savvy
approaches to re-imagining her
home. When the inside was finally
finished, she decided to tackle
the backyard; and we could not
believe what she created with our
DIY retaining walls!
Kate’s original outdoor area was
a typical Aussie backyard; uneven
land, out-dated pavers and a
low, cracked bush-rock retaining
wall. However, by landscaping her
sloping yard with a single product,
Kate boosted the functionality of
her land through tiers and layers,
whilst connecting each space
through the harmonised aesthetic
of the wall.
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Interior designer Kate
Sparks, of @LittleDwellings,
was able to transform her
entire backyard with a single
ModularWalls product;
welcome to the DIY retaining
wall! Read on to feast your
eyes on this incredible Before
& After…
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From a patch of largely unused
grass, Kate carved an all-seasons
living space that truly embraced
all the elements of nature. New,
lush garden beds border the
fireplace, where they can watch
the dance of flames, listen to the
warbles of magpies or gaze up
at the ever-changing cinema of
clouds and stars!
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Outdoor fireplace

Whether they’re toasting
marshmallows with the kids or
finishing off a dinner party with
a night cap in front of a fire, the
outdoor fireplace is a favourite for
her beautiful young family.
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The dining area effortlessly flows
into the outdoor lounge and
fireplace areas and overlooks
the entire backyard. This organic
layout allows them to keep an eye
on the kids, whilst still enjoying an
entertaining experience.
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To spice up their outdoor lifestyle,
Kate utilised the bi-fold windows
of their internal kitchen to flow
out to an outdoor kitchen area!
Featuring a sleek BBQ and
custom cabinetry by Carrera
By Design, they can now host
anything from casual family BBQs
to sophisticated dinner parties.
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Outdoor kitchen
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The original patio was quite
narrow, offering little space for
outdoor living or entertaining.
Kate wanted a more comfortable
outdoor area; somewhere they
could sit back with a coffee and
watch the kids play on a Saturday
morning (or kick back with
some wine and cheese later that
evening)!
So when they took out the old
bush rock, they extended their
patio to allow for a full outdoor
lounge area! Showcasing gorgeous
rattan furniture and styled to
perfection, you could easily lose an
entire afternoon enjoying the fresh
air, yet still feeling sheltered from
the elements.
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Outdoor lounge area
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This had two immediate
advantages; first of all, it levelled
their outdoor area into usable
zones. Creating levelled zones
instantly boosts the functionality
of your land and can even boost
property value; for Kate’s home,
the wall levelled their lawn,

Secondly, it created lengthy raised
garden beds for her to grow a lush
focal point for her entertaining
areas! As far as green thumbs
go, Kate could happily potter
around all day, every day, making
things flourish and grow. Spilling
with dichondra silver falls that
snake around mother-in-law’s
tongue and cacti, the garden
beds instantly breathe life into
the space and support a thriving
backyard environment.

DIY installation
As beautiful as the finished
product was, it was amazing to
hear that their DIY installation
experience was just as wonderful.
“It was a fantastic experience,
to be honest! I’m really proud of
what my hubby and I, and what
we’ve achieved together,” says
Kate, gazing proudly over her new
backyard.
With a smile, Kate admitted
that her and her trusty ‘hubby’,
Jono, are far from experts when it
comes to installing retaining walls;
there were a few moments where
YouTube came to the rescue!
However, they were beyond happy
with the information and support
that ModularWalls supplied
throughout the experience.

GARDEN & IDEAS

Last, but certainly not least, the
single DIY product that created
it all; the DIY retaining wall. To
get the most out of her backyard
space, she decided to install a wall
that was far taller than the old
bush rock retainer.

ensuring their children had a
larger, safer play area, and created
level foundations for their new
outdoor fireplace area.
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“ModularWalls was always
there when we needed help or
guidance,” assures Kate. “Lots of
people just go, “aw, it’s in the ‘too
hard’ basket, I’ll get somebody
else to do it. But it’s actually not!
And it can take time, but, seriously,
sitting here and reflecting on what
we’ve achieved…I wouldn’t get
anyone else to do it. I’d seriously
consider doing it yourself. And, as
I said, ModularWalls is the perfect
company to help you achieve
that.”
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DIY retaining wall
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LITTLE DWELLINGS’ STUNNING
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RETAINING WALLS
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Kylie: I shouldn’t laugh at this
question, but the biggest speed
bump for this reno was our little
girl arriving 2 months early, right
in the middle of the major building
work!
In fact, from memory, she arrived
the day the kitchen went in and
I was talking to our joiners at
the hospital (who’d arrived to an
empty house) while I was waiting
to be prepped for an emergency
c-section! I was very calm at the
time, but it’s funny to think back
on!
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Kylie: The pool area was really just
a very old and unattractive pool,
with a tiny tile strip around it to
walk. It was on its own level and
not readily accessible, though very
close to the house.

Kylie: We have been very grateful
to work with some brilliant trades
over our renos and we found the
ModularWalls team just as helpful!
One of the things we enjoy most
is taking unusable spaces and
transforming them into beautiful
spaces and experiences. The
harder the project, we’ve found
the more important great trades
and innovative building solutions
become with helping achieve the
results we want, at an affordable
price.

The first thing we did was, using
the pool level as our guide, to
create a consistent surface and
one cohesive space across the
back of the house — essentially
taking five separate little areas
and turning them into one big one.
We decided to use a concrete
slab and tiles to do so, for ease of
cleaning and durability, and tied
it into the old pool edge that was
already there.
The finishing touch — both framing
the new area aesthetically and
creating a compliant and safe
space for our daughter — was the
VogueWall. We’ve also opened up
the back of the house to look onto
the pool area completely; with all
the glass, having the space looking
good is really important. Installing
the modular pool wall created a
HUGE transformation!

Fencing the boundaries for this
property to create privacy, but also
a clean aesthetic backdrop, was
definitely a big challenge. There
are retaining walls of different
heights and materials on 80% of
the boundaries and none of them
looked good!
We’re also close to the water and
exposed to high winds at times,
so we needed a product that was
durable and strong enough, but
also easy to work in with all the
challenging mix of existing footings
we had. We could have redone all
the retaining walls completely, but
the earthworks alone would have
quadrupled the cost!
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Q. Were there any highlights
or ‘speed bumps’?

Q. How did you find this reno
experience?

WALLS & FENCING

Kylie: We started this reno
(number 5!) in July 2016. The
property is in a great location
on the water, with really good
bones in terms of the house, but
most of the external areas were
virtually unusable. A few of the
biggest challenges were being a
funny shaped block with a long
battle-axe driveway, quite a steep
slope, lots of different levels and
relatively narrow boundaries to
adjoining properties.

Q. How did you approach
this stunning new pool area?

DIY WITH
MODULARWALLS

We spoke to Kylie Faulkner
about the whirlwind experience
of her renovation and how
VogueWall offered a rapid,
simple solution to complete
their stunning new pool area,
just in time for their baby
daughter’s first birthday.

Q. So when did this
backyard transformation
begin?
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Renovations are essentially
carefully orchestrated
chaos; but with every reno,
there are surprises, big and
small, waiting to shape the
experience. Some present
unexpected challenges, like
a beautiful baby daughter
arriving two months early, right
in the middle of a tight build
schedule! Others present a
perfect solution; like a DIY pool
wall that could be designed,
ordered, delivered and installed
in just 3 weeks’ time. Or that
a company is still willing to
go above and beyond to
achieve a dream outcome for a
customer.
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Q. Were there any
challenges?

DIY CUSTOMER
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Kylie: With the old and new slabs,
pipework, extensive tree roots and
existing retaining wall footings, we
really weren’t able to dig footings
for the fence. The base plate
solution fixed to our existing slab
was an absolute must and such a
great find!
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Given we also have a young bub, it
felt good to know we were putting
in something that had amazing
acoustic properties too and would
buffer them from her fun and
games, as they get louder!

WALLS & FENCING
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It was also really important to us
that what we did looked good not
just from our side, but also for our
neighbours’ sides, who are just
lovely people that have trusted
and supported our reno the whole
way through. So many fencing
products have a ‘good’ and ‘bad’
side and it was nice not to feel like
we had to make a compromise on
what we, or our neighbours, saw!
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Kylie: The biggest thing was
aesthetic impact — cleaning up the
view that the entire living area now
looks out onto, as well as finding
something easy to work with that
would meet all the engineer’s
specifications of the old and new
slabs and tight boundaries.
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Q. What were the most
important factors for you
when deciding on your pool
wall?
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Kylie: The team were great — very
friendly, always followed up and
genuinely worked to find a solution
that would work for us.

DIY CUSTOMER
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Kylie: At the last minute, we
decided to have our little girl’s first
birthday at home. We had always
really hoped to do so, but with her
arriving early, we had gotten quite
behind in the reno and had a lot
to finish off; there’s nothing like a
house full of trades and a sleeping
baby for months on end!

DIY MOTIVATION

Kylie: We’re very happy and in the
process of planning another area
with ModularWalls. It’s given us
a clean, hard-wearing backdrop
to our entire outdoor area with
essentially zero maintenance.
Best of all, here on the beaches,
VogueWall isn’t as sensitive to the
constant high humidity we get
and it’s just lasting so much better
than any other walling product
we’ve used! Still looking like the
day it went in.

Q. Do you have anything
else you’d like to add?
Kylie: Just a big thank you!

They gave us some helpful tips
along the way but at no stage did
we feel like we were being sold to
or pushed in a particular direction.
I’d absolutely trust them again for
us, or to recommend friends too.

Without the wall we couldn’t use
the back area, though, because
the pool wasn’t safe. When I found
ModularWalls online, I spoke to
Brodie and explained we had
literally 3 weeks until her birthday
and just weren’t sure if it was
possible to get something done
in time. He was incredibly helpful
and with a few emails, sketches
and calls — with both he and the
ModularWalls engineers — we had
a plan and the team thought they
could get it there in time!
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Q. How did you find the DIY
experience?

Glenn and Brodie were fabulous —
when one of the delivery guys said
he couldn’t bring the material up
our driveway, they found someone
who could and had it sorted
straight away. Given they were
using a delivery guy that wasn’t
the norm just to help us meet
our tight timings, they well and
truly went above and beyond. We
genuinely couldn’t have gotten the
pool wall installed in time if they
hadn’t, so we really appreciated it!

OUTDOOR
LIVING & DESIGN

Kylie: With the wall being such
a big visual aspect of the house
and completely visible from all
downstairs areas, we wanted to be
confident it would look good. The
house itself is also quite a heavy
construction, being quite big with
rendered double brick, steel and
suspended concrete slabs, so the
wall we used really needed to look
and feel substantial to balance it
aesthetically.

Q. Are you happy with the
final result?

GARDEN IDEAS

Q. And how did you
find working with the
ModularWalls team?

WALLS & FENCING

Q. Why did you choose
VogueWall over other pool
wall products?
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My husband I installed the whole
wall (approx 40m) in one day,
painting it the next and had
our little girl’s birthday two
days later! The system was very
straightforward to use, absolutely
a great product.
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“The ModularWalls team were
also extremely helpful,” added
Darren. “They helped with
measurements and calculation

DIY MOTIVATION
OUTDOOR LIVING & DESIGN

But the ease of DIY install wasn’t
the only advantage that caught
Darren’s attention. “A brick wall
required council approval and this
didn’t, so it created big savings
and an ease of install, with wider
flexibility of choices,” Darren
explains.

and assisted with all my DIY
questions. They even organised
an urgent delivery to Victoria to
meet install timelines for one part
I forgot to order! All in all, a very
happy customer, with a great
result, from a great team!”
“Thank you once again for so
much help during the process. It
truly was a pleasure dealing with
you and we’ll definitely be back!”
*Council approvals differ by
region. Please ensure you check
with your own local council
regarding requirements about
front walls or boundary fencing
approvals, as well as height
regulations.

GARDEN & IDEAS

“We looked at a few different
wall systems and liked EstateWall
the best — as well as the fact
that it looked easy enough to do
ourselves!” exclaimed Darren. “It
emulated a rendered brick wall
with the thickness, but was super
easy to DIY. We just used a render,
added our own lights and some
Stratco Ezi slat panel inserts!”

“It looks exactly like
a rendered brick wall,
but went up quicker
and easier — and all
for a lot less dollars!”
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This year, we went on a
hunting spree for the best
#DIYMODWALLS in Australia
— and we found some absolute
pearlers. We caught up with our
third winner, Darren Pelacchi, of
SE Melbourne, about how his DIY
front wall saved him significant
costs and time by bypassing the
council approval process*!
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HOW I AVOIDED THE COSTS, TIME
AND HASSLE OF COUNCIL APPROVALS
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When we launched our
#DIYMODWALL photo
competition, we couldn’t wait to
learn more about our DIYers and
their home improvement journeys.
Julia Bates, of the Whitsunday
region in QLD, entered her
stunning, cyclone rated wall –
along with a truly incredible story.

Q. What kind of challenges
did you face, being in a
cyclone region?
Julia: Our original wall was filled
with sand, not cement, and the
weight of the brick plinths were
pushed over towards the end of
the 9-hour ordeal of Cyclone
Debbie’s tirade. When I consulted
ModularWalls, the VogueWall was
the only one suited to our cyclone
region, but I loved the look of it
anyway – I’d have probably chosen
it regardless! I love the look and
the freedom to paint any colour I
like.
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Julia: The price and ease of
installation – tradespeople were
thin on the ground, so the more
we could do by ourselves, the
better. We’d still be waiting if we’d
required a complete brick wall
build!

Q. What guided you to
choose a modular wall
system?
Julia: I’d considered modular walls
years before as a solution to a very
close boundary on the other side of
our property. When the insurance
money came through, I had – at
last – the money to do things
properly! The cost was way below
anything we could have hoped
for – even freight, which is usually
prohibitive, didn’t impact the job.

Q. How did you find the DIY
installation experience?
Julia: That we could do it ourselves
was such a huge boon, given that
tradespeople are still few and
far between, due to the scale of
works resulting from the cyclone.
I modeled the paint colour on a
plant I have hanging against a
rust-finish fireplace and am really
happy with the contrast!

The screens are 3mm thick coreten
– a right bugger to lift into place,
but they look amazing! The detail
in the screens is because we love
our bamboo, which peaks out from
behind the house. It’s completely
transformed our suburban block
into a jungle paradise (our living
area is so much nicer for it). I
also love Indonesian style (I’m
an Indonesian teacher), without
going for a ‘hokey’ Balinese look.

JUST DO IT YOURSELF | HOW I GOT MY DIY MOJO BACK AFTER A DISASTER

Q. Are you happy with the
final result? What’s your
favourite element?

Q. How did you find working
with the ModularWalls
team?

Julia: I love looking across the pool
to the wall, and I especially love
the contrast of the duck egg blue
with the coreten rust finish. I can’t
wait until the dark purple sago
leaves shoot up against it too!

Julia: The modular wall team were
wonderful – every concern I had,
I just rang them and they’d have
a ready answer; they were always
available.

But a surprising treat has been
coming home along our street
and seeing the home lights filter
through the laser-cut screens…so
sigh-inducing! “We’re home!”

Thank you for being the one easy
element to bringing our home back
from the disaster, which had really
belted my enthusiasm for DIY.
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I had invested so much (sleepless
nights, skin off my knuckles, aching
back) in setting up our pool area
and only really had 6 months
of enjoying it before it was just
smashed…
It has been so good for
something to work so easily in the
aftermath…I’ve nearly got my DIY
mojo back!
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Q. What was most
important to you when
deciding on which product
to use?
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Julia only had a brief chance to
enjoy her new pool area before
Cyclone Debbie ravaged her
outdoor space. With her brick
pool wall – and DIY motivation – in
tatters, she began the slow process
of rebuilding her home. Priority
number one? Cyclone rated walls.
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HOW I GOT MY DIY MOJO
BACK AFTER A DISASTER

Q. So how much of the
backyard renovation did you
handle yourself?
Peter: I did everything except
install the pool. I come from a
building background and my wife
is a qualified Interior Designer/
Decorator and Colour Consultant
(Dawson Designs); she’s the brains
and I’m the brawn, if you like?

Q. What were the most
important factors for you
when deciding on which
product to use?
Peter: The solution had to be able
to achieve my wish, which was
to give the whole backyard and
pool area privacy and consistency,
but also had to achieve my wife’s
wishes – look good! We also had
limited access to area, so the idea
of large fence footings wasn’t
suitable.
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Peter: The overall look. We wanted
a lightweight, manageable system,
but it still needed to have the look
we desired.

GARDEN IDEAS

We chose SlimWall because of
its low profile, and we wanted the
expressed join feature. Our existing
fencing was still in OK condition,
but was very inconsistent in
heights; we were looking at the
back of all our neighbours’ fence
extensions/bamboo/sheds, which
was ugly for us.
We also didn’t want to have to
go and approach 4 different
neighbours and talk them into
replacing their fencing, so we
installed it within 100mm of our
boundaries. SlimWall was an ideal
choice, with its 50mm thickness!

WALLS & FENCING

We were lucky enough to speak
with Peter about his striking
backyard design and how he found
using our DIY SlimWall system.

Q. What guided you to
choose SlimWall over other
wall or fencing products?

Q. How did SlimWall
enhance your backyard
design?
Peter: Realistically, once I found
your product, we designed the
whole backyard around it!

DIY WITH
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After months of hard work, Peter
Dawson of Mountain Creek,
QLD, unveiled his stunning new
outdoor transformation. The new
backyard design boasted a new
pool, gorgeous decking and a DIY
SlimWall. The designer fence was
customised with expressed join
features, integrated lighting and a
dynamic colour scheme for a truly
unique backdrop.

Before we found the SlimWall
solution, we were lost in how
to achieve the look we wanted,
without removing all fencing and
then installing either rendered
concrete walls or similar heavy,
engineered solutions.
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SOME SEE A BLANK WALL...
OTHERS SEE A BLANK CANVAS!

The ability for us to be able to
undertake all components of
installing the SlimWall ourselves
was a huge benefit — physically
and logistically, as the wall was
installed over many stages.
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Q. Are you happy with the
final result?
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Peter: Yes, very happy! My
favourite element was the ease
of DIY installation, while my wife
is over the moon with being able
to make a statement with what is
normally a boring backdrop.
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I pre-wired the 12v AC down
lights before we put the post tops
and capping channels on, which
was very easy to duct through
posts. We also left the aluminium
expressed join features unpainted,
to highlight the individual panels,
and also to match the down lights.

GARDEN IDEAS

We used a quality, low sheen
paint (Taubmans Endure) with a
medium range nap roller on the
front face. On the back, we used
a neutral coloured gloss finish, so
rain can clean it off easily, as we
can’t get to it.

WALLS & FENCING
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Peter: Our whole backyard project
took 3 months, with the SlimWall
done in stages – all up, though,
we could have installed it all in a
week. To get the look we wanted
with the different coloured panels,
we needed to paint each modular
section separately, front and back,
before installation — this is where a
lot of time was used up.
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Q. How did you find the DIY
installation experience?
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SOME SEE A BLANK WALL...
OTHERS SEE A BLANK CANVAS!
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THE 'INSIDE SCOOP' FROM
A FIRST TIME DIYER

Mandy Tennant of Launceston,
Tasmania needed a modern front
wall that:
• Complimented her newly
renovated home
• P
 rovided a secure boundary
around the property
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• Offered a cost-effective solution
After ample research, the
SlimWall ticked all the boxes.
Furthermore, to reduce costs,
Mandy chose the DIY installation
option, which includes Head
Office support throughout the
entire process – from advice on
correct material choice, to 3D
drawings, to 7-day phone support,
they’ve got you covered.
For those who are curious about
DIY fencing, Mandy would happily
recommend the SlimWall to
anyone.
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“We have a big block which has
grey Colourbond boundary fencing
and we wanted to avoid the
continuation of this type of fencing
across the front. It was important
for us to erect a wall at the front
that matched the contemporary
feel of our house and was cost
effective,” explains Mandy.
“The SlimWall provided a highend finish at a reasonable cost
that seamlessly complimented
the modern facade of our home.
After researching the product we
felt that DIY Installation would be
both simple and cost effective.”
When asked about how the
installation of the modular wall
system went, the feedback was
incredibly positive.
“The SlimWall was very easy to
install and we didn’t experience
any speed bumps. It was erected
within a single day, with some light
pre-cutting beforehand.

The fence was then painted the
same colour as the house, with
a rendered finish to match the
facade. Have two people to install
the wall and you are good to go…
it’s that easy!”
These modular wall and fence
systems were designed with
the DIY customer in mind.
ModularWalls always loves
hearing from clients who are
thrilled with the final outcome.
Overall, the DIY fencing option
saved their customer time and
labour costs, and ensured that
their wall was installed exactly to
their liking.
“Erecting the SlimWall was a
fraction of the cost of even the
most basic of fences, yet it has a
sleek, modern and quality finish
to match our home. Installing this
ourselves also further reduced
the cost. We have received many
positive comments, including from
passers-by. We’re really happy
that it complements our home
without overpowering it; we scored
a quality, high end finish without
the cost to match!”
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